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editor’sview
A prodigious supply chain
challenge
China’s mission to rebalance its economy away from growth from exports
and investment to growth from domestic consumption is one of the most
significant economic projects of our time. Chinese exports grew 19% in dollar
terms over the past 20 years, primarily on debt-charged consumption in the
US. With more modest consumption and lower levels of debt expected to
be the order of the day in the US for the foreseeable future, China needs its
own domestic market to replace this lost productivity growth. The success
of its efforts will not only determine levels of economic and social stability
in China over coming years, but also in the rest of Asia and beyond.
Building an efficient goods distribution system is a key part of the
challenge. This in itself is an enormously complex task, necessitating big
reform in the country’s large and underdeveloped wholesale/distribution,
retail and logistics sectors. It is also an opportunity for the language,
approach and processes of supply chain management which should be
central to the task.
While there are certainly examples of efficient supply chains in China,
distribution systems are on the whole woefully inefficient and cost the
country dearly. The logistics cost as a percentage of GDP, which is in the
order of 17.5%, is perhaps the most widely presented indicator of this cost.
Contrast this with a figure of 11% in multi-country Europe and under 10% in
the United States. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) estimates the share
of logistics costs of finished products in China to currently be, “much higher
than the normal range of 10% to 25% for an efficient operation.”
Much of the problem can be traced to the speed of growth over the past
decades which has left distribution structures that are not conducive to
supply chain efficiency. The ‘wholesale’ sector, for instance, is filled with
companies whose business is simply to buy product and sell it at a margin.
The connections and channels these companies offer to distribute product
quickly at provincial and local level have served the aggressive market
expansion needs of brand-owners and retailers well, but their business
models have little interest in gathering data or investing in systems for
things like proper demand forecasting and supply chain planning. A highly
fragmented retail sector – where the top 100 retailers account for just
11% of national sales -- compounds the problem by limiting possibilities
to exploit economies of scale in distribution and standardise supply chain
operations.
Logistics (and by extension supply chain management) has been given a
special place in the task of transforming goods distribution in the domestic
market. It is here where government hopes to be able to make holistic
change, and so achieve more dramatic gains in a project characterised
by an enormous variety of diverse interests and components. A new State
Council plan to reform the logistics industry was thus released earlier this
year and a major ADB study to help make the new policy a reality is also
underway.
But even in the logistics/supply chain area, achieving big gains is much
easier said than done. The primary problem is the cross-jurisdictional
nature of the industry, which to be efficient must cut across geographic,
administrative and sectoral boundaries to some significant degree. This jars
sharply with China’s rigid political, administrative and economic make-up,
and it has been getting past this issue that so far has been most challenging
in the task to reform domestic distribution.
Encouragingly, the new State Council plan talks of things like setting
up geographic channels that will, “break the bondaries of administrative
divisions.” We wonder, however, how long it will take for a level of
commitment to materialise that can bear the side effects and enter the
conflicts inherent in realising such bold ideas.
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president’sADDRESS
Young Professionals…Connecting Asia
It’s been almost three years since we first engaged the younger
generation of students and working professionals in our
community. Today, we have spun off this group into their own
community called YPC Asia or Young Professionals – Connecting
Asia.
YPC Asia has the same mandate as Supply Chain Asia – to
create a conducive and open community for young professionals to
come together to network, share knowledge and, most important,
develop and achieve personal career objectives. In line with this
vision, YPC Asia conducted its first convention in Singapore from
16-17 October 2009. The event attracted close to 1500 visitors to
its Expo and more than 200 participants to its half day conference.
Besides corporations conducting recruitment and internship
drives, the event also featured successful young professionals
who shared their thoughts on what constitutes success and why
the young need to remain passionate and focused.
There is too much hype equating success with money. For the
younger generation, this becomes almost an obsession, leading
to unmanaged expectations and frustrations. And we wonder why
they become impatient and lack loyalty in their work as they seek
to gain too much within a short span of time, ignoring the need to
accumulate experience and knowledge!
Of course, being passionate and focused remain the key
elements to anyone’s success, not just young professionals.

However, inculcating this requires a risk-taking attitude and belief.
Today, many of the younger generation have it easy because
their parents have managed to provide more than enough. Yet,
the younger generation needs to be tested and find their own
pathways.
We believe that YPC Asia has a role to play in ensuring that
Young Professionals, comprising those who are graduating as well
as those who have just entered the workforce, are able to succeed.
They are, after all, the generation that will take over our unfinished
work. By creating a pathway for succession, we ensure that the
successes we have built remain and continue to grow.
YPC Asia will continue to expand its work throughout Asia. To
find out more, please visit the YPC portal at www.ypcasia.com.
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infrastructure update
developments

PepsiCo landed itself on a product
blacklist put out by China’s General
Administration of Quality Supervision,
Inspection, and Quarantine after failing
a quality inspection test. The culprit was
a 38-ton batch of frozen orange juice
imported from Brazil, which was found to
contain excessive yeast, according to the
US company. Some 152 other imported
foreign products from 20 countries are
also on the blacklist.

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

UK

Unilever paid US$1.87bn for US-based Sara
Lee’s personal care business. The AngloDutch consumer goods company has added
brands such as Sanex and Radox to its
portfolio with the acquisition. The new brands
are estimated to bring an additional $1bn in
annual sales to Unilever.

Macedonia
Global

• Gartner revised its forecast for global PC shipments to a decline of only 2%
over last year, up from the 6% decline it predicted earlier in the year. Shipments
in the Asia Pacific region will growth by 7.4%, the US research firm said. The
change is due to better than expected demand in the US and China, as well as
strong growth in the mini-notebook market. The firm forecast increased growth
of shipments during the fourth quarter.
• The Carbon Disclosure Project, which surveys the carbon disclosure practices
of companies on the FTSE Global 500 Index on an annual basis, elevated
UPS to its top 50 ‘Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index’. “This credential is a
direct reflection of our recent actions to be transparent and quantitative about
our environmental performance,” said Bob Stoffel, UPS senior vice president,
Supply Chain Strategy, Engineering and Sustainability.
• A report from Ernst & Young said rising supply chain costs have cost global
consumer products companies US$6bn in the past three years. The report
said a tendency to focus on single performance measures cancelled out
improvements in performance made elsewhere. “Results [of the report]
indicate that CP companies are pursuing a single-measure approach instead
of focusing on true end-to-end management of the supply chain,” said E&Y’s
Andrew Caveney. On the key supply chain performance measures of cost of
goods sold (COGS) and days inventory outstanding (DIO), only 20% of the 32
companies analysed in the report performed better than average, while 68%
performed below average on one of those measures.

China’s Haier Group and South
Korea’s Triview announced plans
for an LCD plant at the Bunardzik
free economic zone. The plant
will export LCD monitors and
televisions to European markets.

• Chinese automaker Dongfeng is planning to
invest US$250m in a manufacturing facility in
Turkey. The plant will have an annual capacity
of 52,000 vehicles and distribute to nearby
markets such as Europe, the Middle East,
and Africa. The move is in line with the firm’s
expressed interest to extend its strong home
country growth to overseas markets.
•
Hyundai is moving a portion of the i20 model
production from its Chennai plant in India to a
facility in Turkey which is run jointly by Turkish
Kibar Holding and the South Korean carmaker.
Hyundai will invest an additional US$75m in
the Turkish plant, which will produce more
than 70,000 i20s per annum for local and
nearby markets. The company said the move
will reduce import duties and other logistical
issues associated with production in India.

Turkey
JBS-Friboi, the world’s largest
exporter of meat products, said
it would implement a traceability
system through its supply chain to
ensure no sourcing of cattle from
areas of the Amazon cut down after
September 23, 2009. The company
also said it would boycott suppliers
who raise cattle using slave labour, or
who raise cattle on indigenous lands
or protected areas.
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Brazil
South
Africa

China has overtaken the US and other
western countries as South Africa’s
biggest trading partner. South Africa
exported R32.4bn ($4.4bn) worth of goods
to China in the first seven months of
2009. Exports to the US — South Africa’s
second biggest trading partner — were
worth R21.7bn in the same period. South
Africa imported R35.2bn worth of goods
from China in the first six months of the
year, ahead of Germany with R31.5bn.
Germany was South Africa’s biggest
source of imports last year.

infrastructure
developments
update

• Taiwanese OEM Foxconn started construction of a facility at the Xiyong Micro-electronic
Industrial Park in the central Chinese city of Chongqing. The park is expected to generate
US$1bn in investments, hosting facilities in ten tech production and service fields including
manufacturing, service outsourcing, and software development. Optimistic about the park,
Foxconn president Terry Gou, said he expects 80% of the firm’s components to be sourced from
within its confines in future, and also noted that the region’s deep talent pool would encourage a
strong R&D presence within the park.

Toshiba held talks
with OEMs Chartered
Semiconductor and
Advanced Micro Devices
in preparation to meet
demand for its new
28mm system chips. The
electronics giant plans
to partially outsource
production of the chips that
will be used in a wide range
of consumer electronics,
from digital cameras to
Apple computers.

• DHL, through its subsidiary Danmar Lines, launched a less than container load (LCL) weekly service
from Los Angeles to Xingang – Tianjin in northern China. The company said by not routing through
Hong Kong, the direct service offers a reduction in transit time of eight days. This is the seventh
new LCL route launched by DHL this year.
• Ansat helicopter maker, Kazan Helicopters, signed a joint venture deal to manufacture components
and do final assembly of helicopters in Guangzhou. Representatives from the firm were part of a
Tatarstan trade delegation visiting China that also saw closing of other deals involving the nano
industry and wood processing using Tatartan wood.

China
The Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau
Bridge project was granted
approval by the SAR’s Highways
Department as environmentally
acceptable. The US$5.47bn
bridge, slated to be completed
in 2015-16, will considerably
shorten travel time between Hong
Kong and the mainland cities of
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Macau.

The Middle East transportation
and logistics market is forecast
to hit US$27bn by 2012
according to a report from
Booz & Company. The report
pegs annual freight growth at
7%, with a healthy 10% growth
in logistics services such as
warehousing, contract logistics,
and freight forwarding.

The Middle
East
Abu Dhabi
The Abu Dhabi
government through its
subsidiary Advanced
Technology Investment
Company (ATIC)
purchased Singaporebased Chartered
Semiconductor
Manufacturing for
US$1.8bn. The deal
follows a $2.1bn
majority share
purchase of US-based
semiconductor concern
Globalfoundries earlier
this year. With the two
acquisitions, ATIC
hopes to compete
in the $20bn custom
semiconductor market,
currently dominated by
Taiwan-based TSMC
and UMC.

thailand
India
• Maruti Suzuki, a Suzuki Motor subsidiary,
is investing US$310m in a new R&D facility
in Rohtak. The facility, Suzuki’s first R&D
venture outside of Japan, will release
a vehicle design for the Indian market
by 2015. The new facility comes on the
heels of a $323m investment by the firm
in an Indian production facility to raise
production capacity.
• Hitachi Appliances is opening an air
conditioning plant in Kadi, India through
the firm’s subsidiary, Hitachi Home and
Life Solutions (India) Ltd. This will be the
firm’s third and largest facility in India,
and will be used to serve the Indian airconditioner market. Hitachi currently has
7% share of air-conditioner sales in India.
• Ford is locating production of its new
small size car, the Figo, to its plant in
Chennai. The automaker has invested
US$500m to double the plant capacity to
200,000 vehicles annually. The Figo will be
produced for both the local market and for
export. Ford has pledged to source up to
85% of parts used through local suppliers.
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Japan

South
Korea

Hong
Kong

Thailand will sign an FTA
with Peru in November
that is expected to
double the current
US$320m annual
bilateral trade between
the two countries.
Under the FTA, the two
countries will reduce
tariffs on 70%, or about
4,000 traded products,
starting early next year.

South Korea’s
Samsung, the world’s
biggest LCD TV
maker, is in talks with
Guangzhou officials
to build a US$3bn
LCD manufacturing
plant in the Chinese
city. China currently
represents just 4% of
global market share
in LCD manufacturing
but booked 86%
growth in LCD sales
in the first half of
the year, putting
it on course to be
the biggest LCD
market in the world
by 2011, according
to industry watcher
Displaysearch.

Australia
Australian legislators passed a bill
that will ratify the FTA signed between
Australia, New Zealand, and Asean
countries earlier in the year. The FTA
covers trade in goods and services,
investments, intellectual property rights,
electronic, and economic cooperation.
The agreement, which will take effect next
year, will be the first between Australia
and many Asean member countries.
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Chongqing books double-digit growth as
manufacturers move to China’s interior
What is the fastest growing municipal
economy in China this year? Step forward
the Yangtze River city of Chongqing,
the world’s largest municipality, where
GDP has been climbing in double figures.
The performance is due in no small
part to multinationals heading inland to
manufacture at cheaper locations than the
traditional exporting regions of the Yangtze
and Pearl River Deltas in the east and south
of the country.
The boom is having a real and direct
effect on the city’s logistics and transportation
infrastructure. In August, Chongqing Jiangbei
Airport announced it was lengthening
its second runway to meet the needs of
increasing air cargo volumes, specifically
citing Hewlett Packard and Foxconn, both
of which made major commitments to the
city this year.

The municipal committee involved in
transport noted the current annual cargo
transportation volume at Chongqing airport is less than 200,000 tons and the city is
a blank in terms of air cargo shipments to
Europe and the US. The establishment of
HP and Foxconn’s computer manufacturing
bases will double air cargo volumes out of the
city, the committee estimated.
Chongqing’s maritime connectivity is
also improving. Such has been the pace
of development along the Yangtze that
shipments by river are now twice as quick as
they were five years ago.
Some 10% of Cosco Container Lines’
China exports derive from the Yangtze, a
figure the company expects to rise to 30%
in the next five years. Coscon has a fleet of
300 teu vessels that are both freshwater and
sea water capable, operating as far inland as

China retail consolidation
drives supply chain efficiency
markets. Retailers now pay more attention
to streamline their supply chains. Improving
supply chain efficiency through better use of
information technology and strengthening
relationships with suppliers so as to allow
timely adjustment of merchandise mix and
reduce inventories are receiving attention,”
the Hong Kong company said in a China
retail sector update report.
Fragmentation in the retail sector is
considered a big structural impediment to
supply chain and logistics efficiency in China.
Over the past two decades the market
has been characterised by retailers and
No of stores
product brand-owners aggressively
building market share, often at the
1,362
expense of supply chain efficiency.
812
		
According to the China Chain Store
6,418
and Franchise Association (CCFA), the
2,698
top 100 retailers in China accounted
150
for just over 11% of national retail
134
sales in 2008.

The economic downturn has proven a
catalyst for consolidation in China’s retail
sector with more focus on streamlining supply
chains and increasing supply chain efficiency.
The downturn is also yielding a more
measured approach to market expansion
among retailers and brand-owners, according
to the Li & Fung Research Centre.
“Instead of adopting aggressive national
expansion, a number of retailers are now
more realistic and pay their attention to
gaining foothold in respective regional
China’s top six retailers (by revenue)
		Sales volume

		
Enterprise

(million yuan)

01 Gome
Electrical Appliance Group
			

104,594

02 Suning Appliance
Co Ltd
102,342
			

			
03 Balian
Group Co Ltd

			
04 China
Resources Vanguard Co Ltd

94,392
63,800

			
62,555
			

05 Dalian Dashang Group Co Ltd
06 Carrefour China Inc

33,819

Source: China Chain Store and Franchise Association (CCFA)
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Jinjiang in Jiangxi province and all the way
to Yangshan Deepwater Port.
For trips further inland, there is a fleet of
200 teu freshwater ships that start out from
Chongqing at the head of the navigable
part of the Yangtze. Transit times from
Chongqing to Yangshan in Shanghai are
now down to just four days thanks to vast
dredging and more automated river ports.
Just five years ago, the same journey would
have taken at least a week.
Last December, Chongqing received
approval for the first Free Trade Zone
in inland China, to be completed this
December. The first bonded warehouse
of the Three Gorges Reservoir areas —
Wangangjitian Bonded Warehouse, located
at Tuokou container terminal in Wanzhou,
started operations in August.

Although China’s consumer market has
been relatively insulated from the economic
downturn, less competitive retailers and those
with weak cash positions have been phased
out of the market: “A number of weaker
players could not survive the storm and have
already closed down their businesses,” the
report notes.
Government initiatives aimed at creating
better linkages between retailers and farmers
are also bringing change to retail supply
chains in the country. At the end of last
year, MOFCOM and the Ministry of
Agriculture jointly issued the Pilot Scheme
Notice of Promoting Closer Cooperation Between
Farmers and Supermarkets, the latest of several
initiatives aimed at boosting rural retail sales
and flattening rural supply chains by directly
linking farmers and retailers. The scheme
dovetails well with ongoing efforts by several
major chains (Wu-Mart, Wal-Mart, Carrefour
and Metro) to source direct from producers
in order to lower distribution costs. Carrefour
expects that by the end of the year, it will
be sourcing some 40%-50% of its produce
directly from farmers; while Wal-Mart says
its new Direct Farm Program will benefit 1
million Chinese farmers by 2011.

transporters
infrastructure
– airupdate
cargo

Transmile reverts to original
business model
Malaysia’s Transmile, under new management now for the past two and a half years
since an incredible accounting scandal
was revealed, is seeing some solid regional
business and is hopeful better times lie
ahead.
The firm’s incorrect bookkeeping,
which saw 2006’s figures off by a whopping
283.53m ringgit (US$83.2m), is still under
investigation by the national securities
commission as officials comb through three
years of hashed results.
Rob Hyslop, COO, is confident its
current management structure is paying off.
He is one of three top positions — COO,
CFO and CEO — parachuted into the
company in mid-2007 as the scandal broke.
With its own commercial department
now in place, Transmile does not have to
rely on third parties for sales any more.
“The nuts and bolts of this company

still work well,” said Hyslop in an interview
with Supply Chain Asia Magazine. “It was not
an operational problem we fell into. Our
dispatch reliability is still strong,” he said,
pointing out many of his demanding clients,
such as DHL, are happy with Transmile’s
performance.
Under the new management, Transmile,
in which the Kuok Group — owner of
Shangri-La Hotels and the South China
Morning Post newspaper — has a 17.9%
stake, has reverted its focus to what it started
out doing, namely overnight regional express
deliveries, primarily using B727s and B737s.
It is keen to offload its four MD-11s.
Two new stations in the offshore energy
rich centres of Labuan and Bintulu in
eastern Malaysia have opened this year, with
lots of spare parts business reported.
Transmile has entered discussions with
flag carrier Malaysian Airlines (MAS) for

UPS Asia 120x85
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the sale of its heavy maintenance facility.
“A fully vertically integrated facility for us
does not make sense,” said Hyslop. “MAS
has big aspirations on the MRO side.
The government has set Subang airport
[the former Kuala Lumpur International
Airport] as the MRO site for the future.”
Due diligence on this sale is ongoing.
Meanwhile, its associate carrier in
Bangkok, K-Mile, in which Transmile has
a 40% holding, was recently granted fifth
freedom rights through Singapore and
onto Jakarta, adding another string to its
strong southeast Asian coverage. K-Mile
is Thailand’s only scheduled air cargo
operator.
The efforts are paying off. While the
latest interims are still stained red, there is
a 40% improvement over the same period
in 2008.
“Our narrow body business is going
quite well,” confirmed Hyslop. “If we are
relieved of the MD11s and their associated
costs we’d be back to having Transmile as a
really good little business. Because we are a
niche operator, our customers can pay a bit
more for specialised overnight routes.”
21/7/09

11:06

Page 1

Vietnam’s first private air cargo
company
Vietnam has its first private air cargo company, but any more
in the short term are unlikely, a well-placed source in Hanoi
reports. Vietnamese prime minister Nguyen Tan Dung recently
gave the green light to Trai Thien Air Cargo, a subsidiary of
Trai Thien Group, to start operations. The company will take
to the skies in March next year using a leased converted Boeing
737. The business plan sees the company operating a fleet of
five 737s by the middle of 2011.
The cargo sector of southeast Asia’s fastest emerging
manufacturing economy is now shared by 11 foreign
carriers including China Airlines Cargo, Korean Air Cargo,
MASkargo, FedEx and AirFrance-KLM Cargo. Six other
domestic airlines — Vietnam Airlines, Vasco, Jetstar Pacific,
Indochina Airlines, VietJet Air, and Mekong Aviation — are
licensed for both passenger and cargo transport. The last
three are privately owned but only Indochina has begun
operations so far.
“While there has been considerable liberalisation in the
aviation sector of late,” a government source in Hanoi said,
“the fact is that many of those who are applying — or have
applied — for licenses do not have the money right now to
have dedicated freighters.” The source was adamant that
Trai Thien would be the sole private air cargo operator for
the coming ‘couple of years’.
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New ways, new places for Hanjin
Hanjin Shipping, South Korea’s largest
shipping company, has been given the green
light to develop a US$200m terminal in
Vietnam.
The Vietnamese government has issued
an investment certificate to the Tan Cang
Cai Mep International Terminal Co,
clearing the way for a four-way investment
in the project by Hanjin, Japan’s Mitsui OSK
Lines, Wan Hai Lines of Taiwan and Saigon
Newport Co.
The new terminal, which will begin
operations in 2011, consists of two berths
with a total 590m quay length. It has a draft
of 14 metres and can handle boxships up to
8,000 teu. The total capacity of the 40 ha
site is 1m teu annually.
Head of Logistics planning at Hanjin
Hyun Kyun Na says the latest breakthrough
into Southeast Asia’s most important
emerging market is part of a larger
work in progress helped by a long-term
relationship.
“Hanjin Shipping has a very good
business relationship with port authority,
SNP. Based on that partnership, which is
also operating many inland logistics facilities,
Hanjin Logistics is exploring many business
opportunities including trucking and CFS
operations,” he says.
“Vietnam is an important emerging
market and Hanjin Logistics is expanding
its presence in the region with various
strategies,” he adds.
Hanjin has had a presence in Vietnam
for several years in the form of a shipping
agency. A third-party logistics function was
added in 2008.
Supporting Hanjin Shipping’s calls at
Ho Chi Minh in the south and Hai Phong
in the north, Hanjin Logistics, “is providing
many customers inside and outside the
country with trucking, warehousing, customs
clearance, value added services and ocean
forwarding,” says Mr Na.
When the new terminal operation comes
into operation, the three lines have plans to
introduce up to ten weekly long-haul services
for transpacific, Asia-Europe and Middle
East trades. Also mooted are up to seven
shortsea and regional trades serving Asia
and Africa.
Hanjin is not just looking to do business
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009

in new places; it is also looking to do it in a holding company will equip Hanjin
a new way. In September the company Shipping with the tools necessary to ensure
announced it would become two separate an independent business operation and
bodies from December 1. With this decision, corporate transparency.”
the former Hanjin Shipping will be divided
into Hanjin Shipping
Holdings, focusing Hanjin Shipping’s Vietnam services
South East Asia
Port Kelang – Singapore – Baria Vung Tau – Hong Kong
on managing the
Japan Express
Osaka – Tokyo – Long Beach – Oakland – Tokyo – Osaka
subsidiaries and
Service (SJX)
Hong Kong – Port Kelang
Hanjin Shipping,
(Transit time Port Kelang to Oakland 22 days)
which will maintain
full control over the
Intra-Asia New
Bangkok – Laem Chabang – Ho Chi Minh – Pusan – Gwangyang –
Thailand Service Shanghai – Hong Kong – Laem Chabang
existing shipping
(NTS)
business.
(Transit time Bangkok to Shanghai 12 days)
The
two
Bangkok Korea
Bangkok – Laem Chabang – Hong Kong – Busan – Ulsan – Hong
organisations will
Service (BKS)
Kong – Ho Chi Minh – Bangkok
have a separate
(Transit time Bangkok to Ulsan 10 days)
Seoul stock
exchange listing
New Ho Chi
Singapore – Pasir Gudang – Ho Chi Minh – Hong Kong – Busan –
Minh Singapore
Hong Kong – Ho Chi Minh – Singapore
from December 29
Service (NHS)
this year.
(Singapore to Busan 10 days)
Hanjin Shipping
Haiphong
Haiphong – Shanghai – Busan 1 – Busan 2 Shanghai – Haiphong
spokesperson Sonya
Express Service
Cho says: “The
(HES)
(Transit time Haiphong to Busan 1 5 days)
transformation into

NYK takes integrated
logistics a step further
Nippon Yusen Kaisha, Japan’s largest
integrated logistics provider, is nurturing its
future leaders through personnel exchanges
across the range of the company’s key
competencies.
“For the further growth of the group,
it is urgent we make every effort to foster
human resources by allowing those who have
deep knowledge and expertise in various
logistics fields to transcend boundaries in
business divisions and companies,” says NYK
president Yasumi Kudo.
NYK spokesperson Suguru Uchida
says: “Promising junior executives have been
selected for the three-year exchange scheme.
They have been targeted to acquire skills
within each field at sales or operation related
departments.”

NYK’s logistics armoury
Marine Terminals

14

Containerships

114 (Jan 2009)

Warehouses

314

Aircraft (cargo)

8

Mr Uchida says the scheme offers
advantages at two levels. “We expect that
candidates will not only acquire knowledge
from the division they are transferred to but
will also impart previously attained expertise
to their new colleagues.”
NYK has yet to come up with a definitive
way of measuring the success of the scheme.
But Mr Uchida says: “Ultimately, sales
numbers will tell.”

Efficiency

It only took us seven years to span the ranks from being No. 148 in the year 2000 to No. 17 in the year
2007. The efficiency that enabled us such a leap is based not only on our terminal design, state-of-the-art
operating systems and technology, such as the dual-hoist quayside cranes, but also the dedication of our
well-trained and experienced work force. All these factors, and many more, have placed us in a prime
position to guarantee you consistent efficient services when you do business with us. So come join us
and be amongst our business partners who grow with us.

Efficiency for greater cost savings… PTP

PELABUHAN TANJUNG PELEPAS SDN BHD • Block A, Wisma PTP, Jalan Pelabuhan Tanjung Pelepas TST 507, 81560 Gelang Patah,
Johor Darul Takzim, Malaysia Tel • +607-504 2222 Fax • +607-504 2288
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Braced for
more squalls
2010 is likely to be another annus horribilus for container shipping, writes Sam Chambers

T

he history of containerisation has been
one of almost continual growth. Never
before has the industry been hit at the
same time by the twin calamities that befell it
last year and this year, namely falling demand
and bankers sealing off credit.
Though volumes have started to pick
up, the fundamentals suggest that 2010 will
be another horrendous year for the sector,
with the very real possibility of a bloodbath
ensuing as the big players scrap it out for
market share.
A glimpse of the stark times ahead could
be gleaned at the interim results for AP Moller
Maersk, whose containerline, Maersk Line, the
largest in the world, reported a six-month
US$961m loss, the company’s first interim
loss in its 105-year-old history. A full year $2bn
loss is on the cards. The group chief executive
Nils Andersen called the container downturn
a “crisis of historic dimensions”.
Ominously, Andersen took a swipe
at those fastemerging
boxlines below
him and said no
quarter would
be given. “ We
won’t allow
anyone to take
our market share
by systematically
“We won’t allow anyone to take
undercutting our
our market share by systematically
undercutting our prices — we are
prices — we are
ready to battle on prices.” Nils
ready to battle
Anderson, CEO, Maersk Line
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009

on prices.” Maersk’s losses, the biggest
reported so far, are of course down to its
size — the only boxline to have a capacity of
more than 2m teu, commanding a healthy
15% market share. Indeed, one could argue
Maersk’s results are doubly alarming as it
is one of the companies to have done the
most to counter the worst ravages of the
downturn, slashing staff, improving fuel
efficiency, and looking at every micro-detail
of the company’s operations to shave cents
and dollars wherever possible (this even saw
it substitute napkins for kitchen roll aboard
ship). The point is Maersk’s loss should be
viewed with alarm as it is, pound for pound,
one of the better performers in these tough
times. Writing in an internal newsletter this
September, Andersen noted, “Before the crisis
Maersk Line earned $200 less per container
than its competitors, compared to $100 more
per container today.”
Giant orderbook
Maersk was not alone in reporting miserable
first halves and gloomy outlooks going
forward. The world’s 17 largest container lines
with published results were all unprofitable in

the first half, racking up losses totaling more
than $6bn, according to French container
analysts AXS-Alphaliner.
The downturn arrived just as the
containerlines had amassed the greatest
ship orderbook of all time. Lines moved to
slash or delay their ships on order this year
as well as send many older ships to the
breakers’ yards. Other ships were sent into
commercial hibernation, or so called ‘lay up’.
Latest figures show that 10% of all container
ships some 1.3m teu — are sitting idle at
present. Other ships cut speeds, even went
as far as rerouting around the two capes to
avoid the Panama and Suez Canals. These
ploys were more successful than many had
predicted and staved off outright disaster.
The new tonnage this year will equate to
7.3% of the extant fleet, down from an
initially planned 13.4% increase. This marks
the first time since 1999 (5.3%) that the
growth rate will have dipped below 8%.
The number of containerships completed as
at the end of August was 190 units totaling
784,000teu. Meanwhile, the total number of
ships scrapped since the beginning of the
year stood at 145 units totaling 275,000teu.

❝

Global container trade in full-year 2009 is estimated to
drop by 9% and boxship earnings are today at historical lows.
It is unlikely there will be any significant recovery until the
demand-side dealer cuts a new deck.

❞

Dr Martin Stopford, head of research, Clarksons
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Tonnage headache: top ten boxlines by capacity
Total
Rnk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Operator
APM-Maersk
Mediterranean Shg Co
CMA CGM Group
Evergreen Line
APL
Hapag-Lloyd
COSCO Container L.
CSCL
NYK
Hanjin Shipping

Owned

Chartered

TEU

Ships

TEU

Ships

TEU

Ships

2,031,566
1,508,856
1,026,490
575,393
547,992
467,796
466,477
461,379
410,888
410,873

538
404
358
156
139
115
144
140
108
92

1,140,494
843,412
345,440
329,547
172,289
262,151
259,493
287,044
307,798
95,488

212
211
91
90
45
59
94
89
60
18

891,072
665,444
681,050
245,846
375,703
205,645
206,984
174,335
103,090
315,385

326
193
267
66
94
56
50
51
48
74

Orderbook
% Chart
43.9%
44.1%
66.3%
42.7%
68.6%
44.0%
44.4%
37.8%
25.1%
76.8%

TEU

Ships

357,941
590,052
499,148

67
49
59

% existing
17.6%
39.1%
48.6%

143,315
122,500
425,126
144,000
109,936
270,448

20
14
56
16
19
30

26.2%
26.2%
91.1%
31.2%
26.8%
65.8%

Source: AXS-Alphaliner 2009

At the latest count, there are 590 laid up
boxships.
However, despite the collective best
efforts of the industry to delay or cancel
their huge new orders, the latest statistics
provided by JP Morgan suggest there’s a
tsunami of new tonnage still to wash over
this flooded sector. In a report out at the
start of October, the US bank noted that
the current orderbook still stands at 42%
of the global existing fleet with 2010 set to
deliver far more ships than this year, leading
JP Morgan to suggest 2010 will be another
‘challenging year’. JP Morgan does not see
the supply/demand scenario balancing out
until mid-2011.
Casting his crystal ball Dr Sun Jia Kang,
managing director of Cosco Container Lines
(Coscon), sees the second half of 2010 as the
earliest time for a proper container recovery,
suggesting that by the end of next year
the industry will have clawed back to 2008
figures. In order of trade lanes returning
to health, intra-Asia will be first, maintains
Dr Sun, followed by Asia-Europe, with the
transpacific lagging behind.
OOCL chief financial officer Ken Cambie,
meanwhile, has predicted that volumes on
the Asia-Europe routes will bottom out in
the third quarter this year, but that US trades
would be slow to re-ignite. Cargo volumes on
US routes dropped 20% between April and
the end of June this year. Tung Chee Chen,
OOCL’s chairman, said his company’s interim
results were ‘disappointing’ — the first loss
in ten years — and that the outlook for the
remainder of the year and into 2010 ‘remains
challenging’.
And yet, the silver lining for liners is that
volumes are climbing, albeit still at lossmaking freight rates. What looks suspiciously
like collective freight rate restorations are
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009

slowly clawing
routes back to
break even
status.
With China
accounting
for one in two
boxes moved,
these days the
The outlook for the remainder of
most valuable
the year and into 2010 ‘remains
box index
challenging’. Tung Chee Chen,
chairman, Orient Overseas Container
to follow is
Line (OOCL)
the China
Containerized Freight Index operated by
the Shanghai Shipping Exchange. The CCFI
collates volume and freight rate information
from most of the leading 20 liners and has
ceased to drop since June, in fact having
a strong rally from a low base. The index’s
findings are supported by port volumes at
many Chinese ports.
Container throughput at many Chinese
ports showed some positive signs of recovery
in August, with a large number of ports
recording their highest monthly volumes
for the year. The total volume for the top 10
Chinese container ports declined at its lowest
rate for the year in August, at -3.3%, lower
than the 9.3% decline seen year to date.
Enforcement of troubled loans
However, the financial situation — specifically
the lack of bank support — continues to add
furrows to shipowners’ brows.
A survey canvassed by law firm Norton
Rose among 153 global respondents in the
shipping sector and published in September
found 63% of those polled predicted
widespread bank enforcement of troubled
shipping loans.
“Unfortunately, major bank enforcements
would appear to be inevitable as owners

continue to struggle with the high finance
costs of their assets in a collapsed market,”
Norton Rose partner Chris Hobbs said in the
report.
“We are likely to see tougher action from
the banks starting in the last quarter of 2009,
and I would expect that to last for a period of
around a year before it eases off.”
The poll found that nearly 80% believed
that lending would not return to precrisis levels in the next three years, with
53% expecting bank lending to only start
increasing in 12 to 24 months’ time. There
will be bargains to be had in the coming
18 months and many, including Maersk,
are predicting a period of consolidation.
“You’ve got an industry where you’ve seen
a drop-off in the transport requirement of
something like 25%, at the same time as
they have ordered new ships,” says Michael
Borch, Citigroup’s head of industrials, global
investment banking, Asia Pacific. “The volume
is down dramatically and the supply side is
up incredibly.
“There are way too many of these
companies,” says Borch. “For us the interesting
thing is to try and figure out who are the
winners, and to pick the winners.”
“Global container trade in full-year 2009
is estimated to drop by 9% and boxship
earnings are today at historical lows. It is
unlikely there will be any significant recovery
until the demand-side dealer cuts a new
deck,” says Dr Martin Stopford, who heads
up shipbroker Clarkson’s research division.
“Today’s volume trends may not be longlasting and the reining back of capacity might
not be so durable in the face of continued
deliveries”.
The author is the Maritime correspondent of Supply Chain
Asia Magazine.
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“The system
maximises both
volume capacity
and product
selectivity, in
the space of
2200 m2 at the
temperature of
-25 ◦C.”
Mr. Kevin Lim
Integrated Cold Chain
Logistics Sdn Bhd

Mobile Racking System

Cost-effective, Semi-Automated, Safe
Efficient space utilisation, especially in high-cost cold
storage environment is of paramount importance.
SCHAEFER’s mobile racking system is a cost-effective
and efficient storage system that can effectively increase
pallet capacity by up to 100%! Equipped with the latest
technology, with the current EN safety features, the
mobile racking system can be customised to specific
requirements.
Interested to find out more?
Call us today, or visit us at www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com

Regional Headquarter:
Schaefer Systems International Pte Ltd

73, Tuas Avenue 1
Singapore 639512
Phone
+65/ 6863 0168
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eMail
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There is only one
surefire way to innovate and
that is to read the market and
your customers, and then
apply your imagination to
come up with something that
excites those customers in a
déjà vu sort of way.

in enterprise
supply chains

John Gattorna advises of the need
to deliver innovation in a manner
appropriate to your customer and their
particular situation
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‘I

nnovation’is another overused term in the management vernacular;
up there with ‘collaboration’ and ‘lean’. Nevertheless, it is a concept
critical to success in today’s recessionary trading environment ––
in many ways it is a question of ‘innovate or die’. Certainly, the winners
emerging stronger and better from the effects of the current global
financial crisis and the negative effect this has had on real economic

supply chain – STRATEGY

activity will be those who have embraced genuine innovation to find
new ways to know and connect with their customers.
But there’s a catch…
Innovation delivered (as Accenture puts it in their advertising) is
easier said than done. There is only one surefire way to innovate and
that is to read the market and your customers, and then apply your
imagination to come up with something that excites those customers
in a déjà vu sort of way. The very idea of ‘innovation’ means different
things to different customers and the way it is delivered has to take
this subtlety into account.
Innovate for genuine impact, not for show
Those readers who have followed my train of thought in previous
articles in this magazine will know that all my ideas stem from
the principle that we must know our customers better and use
this intimate knowledge to customise the way we approach
them. The ‘one-size-fits-all’ mantra is completely dead and
buried in the current era.
So for those customers who are by nature genuine
early adopters looking for innovative solutions to complex
business problems, we must give them just what they are
looking for: fundamentally new solutions. Don’t hold back
in this situation, because it is the one time suppliers can
unleash all their innovative thinking and lead the customer
towards a desired solution that they cannot conceive on their
own. But there are risks involved, so you have to be prepared
for some failures along the way. Successes, however, will be very
profitable for both parties.
For customers who are much more in control of their situation
and know exactly what they want, you have to do something quite
different. To them, innovation means providing differentiated products
and services that will help them succeed in their marketplaces, and do
so in a fast and responsive way. No long lead-times permitted.
For customers that know their marketplace inside out and place
a lot of emphasis on consistency and price, you have to find ways to
deliver exactly this for them. Sometimes this has to be more implicit
than explicit. For example, if you were to approach this type of
customer with a proposal to build a network optimisation model of
their logistics network, they would baulk not only at the price (which
is considerable), but also at what they perceive as the risks involved.
You get around this by not sharing plans on what you intend to do
and how you intend to do it. Instead you do a type of ‘skunk works’
to pinpoint where the cost-saving opportunities are, and present the
results based on a factual analysis. They will be readily accepted and
embraced, without any perception of the risks involved. Otherwise you
can continue to refine processes to drive out cost and make service
ever more reliable –– that is what these customers are seeking.
Finally, for those customers with a fondness for relationships and
collaboration, innovation means giving them new ways of doing just
that i.e. working with suppliers in more productive ways. Forget the
new products and services –– they won’t be interested –– they just
want to buy mature products and services from trusted suppliers,
and sleep better at night! They will be willing to get involved in joint
development work, and accept anything you do by way of improving
the quality of the products they buy.
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The best innovations are those
that benefit all parties in particular
supply chains, although not
necessarily in equal measures.

Where innovation can be dysfunctional
It is a fact of life that those parties in the supply chain under most
margin pressure tend to innovate first. They have to in order to
survive. In the past, this has meant retailers in FMCG have been first
to introduce new ways of working. This yielded desired benefits but
also shifted corresponding costs to the supplier end of the channel.
We saw this in the UK grocery industry in the 1970s and 1980s,
and we saw that the uneven distribution of costs and benefits was
ultimately not sustainable The best innovations are those that benefit
all parties in particular supply chains, although not necessarily in
equal measures.
Final word
So the message in this article is to pick your mark and innovate in ways
appropriate to the customer involved and their particular situation.
Not only will this approach be appreciated, successfully avoiding the
tendency to treat all customers the same will surely save you money.
Believe me when I say they are not all the same. Moreover, they are
constantly changing their buying behaviours –– something plainly
evident in the current global recession.
The author is a celebrated supply chain thought leader.
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Sales & Operations
Planning needs

direction
W

e have written previously about
Sales & Operations Planning
(S&OP) and all of the contributions
that a well-designed and implemented
process can make to an organisation’s
performance. Indeed, while many people
at first think of S&OP as, at most, a mid-level
management process to balance numbers
(‘making a deal’) between the demand and
supply sides of a business, it is now surely
intended to be the management process
for the business, enabling a ‘single set of
numbers’ and to be the means for true
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integration across functions and business
plans.
This should be the process through
which the most senior leadership team
delivers the organisation’s expected
performance and results.
Indeed, at the highest level, one would
expect at least the following:
 The entire organisation operates from a
joint game plan that synchronises demand,
supply and financial information.
 The process enables management to
identify problems and opportunities early
enough to take appropriate action.

Barry Elliott says in any
S&OP implementation,
senior management need to
ensure the overall strategy
of the organisation is clearly
defined and has been clearly
articulated

❝

The business strategy
needs to be very clear and
communicate with great
specificity ‘how’ it is intended
to be executed. There is a
place for brief, high level
summaries of visions and
strategies, but there must be
substance behind those.

❞

supply
infrastructure
chain – STRATEGY
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The senior team can ensure strategies and
strategic initiatives are being effectively
deployed.

Certainly, the ‘single set of numbers’
catch-cry, as well as the mid-to-long term
management mindset, are well recognised
and worthy of continuous consideration.
However, it is upon the third point above that
we wish to focus in this article.
While many progressive senior
management teams now recognise that
S&OP is ‘the way to pull it all together,’ we
have had several recent experiences where
they are, effectively, expecting something
for nothing. That is, they want S&OP to be
the means to manage more effectively but
have not yet invested the time and effort to
be clear and articulate about exactly what
is the organisation’s strategy and how they
intend to execute it. These are the requisite
specifications for S&OP to target.
Traditionally, senior management has
not looked to S&OP to be the vehicle to
deliver the results that are expected in the
strategy. Intriguingly, in our experience, most
organisations don’t actually have any formal
means to achieve such.
Letting people know what they’re doing
Strategic planning and execution is as much
about having a comprehensive and formal
business process, as is any other part of
management. However, so often, executives
get lost in hyperbole regarding the vision
and forward thinking and so on. There is a
need to have a solid, inclusive, formal process
for developing and communicating the
strategy so that everyone in the organisation
knows where they are going and how they
can contribute. Every part of the organisation
and every individual deserves to know what
is expected of them.
There are many organisations that
actually do have ‘good’ forward-looking and
progressive strategies. However, sometimes
only a few senior individuals really
understand what it is because they haven’t
included others within the organisation
and documented and communicated it
well enough. And then they wonder why
everyone is not heading in the direction that
they wish. Just think of a classic situation of
an entrepreneurial or family-owned business
where the ‘big thinking’ is kept close to the
owner/management’s chest for all sorts of
misguided reasons, intentional or not.

The basic requirement is certainly to
begin from a long-term forward view, a
vision, and then to get more specific about
how you can imagine that you can realise
that vision. A strategic plan should not
simply be a bunch of financials; it should
be about strategic initiatives and directions
and specific expectations in terms of areas of
involvement and performance, things about
which people can do something practical.
Sound governance and controls aside, profits
and financial management are outcomes,
not the means to the end.
The strategic horizon should be anything
from three to five years, depending on the
industry and situation. The strategic business
algorithm will specify the exact financial
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had to make up that part in preparing things
like an IT or supply chain strategy.
The role of the business plan
In parallel with these other interpretations of
the strategy is the business plan. This is the
shorter term, even more specific (in terms of
numbers) plan for the next twelve to twentyfour months. It is on this business plan that
S&OP is primarily focused as the means to
ensure that the strategy is indeed realised.
What does all of this have to do with
S&OP? As mentioned earlier, one of the key
aspects that one should be looking for from
S&OP is for it to be the process for keeping
everyone on track in terms of direction and
rate of progress vis-à-vis expectations in
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While many progressive senior management teams now
recognise that S&OP is ‘the way to pull it all together,’ we have
had several recent experiences where they are, effectively,
expecting something for nothing. That is, they want S&OP to
be the means to manage more effectively but have not yet
invested the time and effort to be clear and articulate about
exactly what is the organisation’s strategy and how they intend
to execute it.
targets for each lever to meet the EBIT target.
Targets will be a year-on-year target for
the duration of the strategic horizon. The
strategic plan will focus on specifying the
objectives under each lever of the business
algorithm at a high level under the previous
components, providing the guidance and
filter for each of the S&OP steps.
For example, under the volume lever,
a target would be, say, 7% volume growth
year-on-year. Strategies would then focus
on articulating where that growth would
come from in the previous components.
The strategic plan will focus on annual
percentage deltas and this will set the filter
for assessing annual business plan initiatives
that will focus on more specific monthly
targets.
Next, the overall organisation’s strategic
plan should be interpreted by each of the
significant functions, including management
of product and service offerings, marketing,
sales, supply, information technology and
finance. Thus, the results may look similar
to an IT strategy. How does one prepare a
proper IT strategy without a clear, overall
direction set in advance? Many of us have

❞

the strategy. There are relevant checkpoints
built into every step of S&OP and these are
integrated with the execution of the business
plan.
We subscribe to the contemporary S&OP
model as a five step managing process (see
Figure 1):
1. Innovation review
2. Demand review
3. Supply review
4. Reconciliation review
5. Management business review
Each step comprises, in its own right,
a preparation cycle that culminates in the
review meeting. In the first three steps,
there are specific tasks to update the current
view of the respective plan, developing the
‘bottom-up’ view, and then the final task
of the review is to identify any gaps versus
the ‘top-down’ plan and to strive to close
those gaps.
The final two steps are certainly all about
comparing the latest view, bottom-up, to the
expectations from the strategy and annual
business plan and, again, to determine how
to close any gaps.
November/December 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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Figure 1: Sales & Operations Planning
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There is a need to have a solid, inclusive, formal process
for developing and communicating the strategy so that
everyone in the organisation knows where they are going and
how they can contribute. Every part of the organisation and
every individual deserve to know what is expected of them.
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For example, in the accompanying Figure
2, in which we outline the preparation cycle
for the innovation review step, one can see
two key references that must come from the
organisation’s strategy: the business filter
(what is it that we are interested in getting
involved with?) and ‘expectations’ (that is,
how much are we expecting to come from
this area of our activity?).
But, if the strategy and business plan
have not been articulate enough, to what

can people executing the tasks of S&OP
compare?
The business strategy needs to be very
clear and communicate with great specificity
‘how’ it is intended to be executed. There
is a place for brief, high level summaries of
visions and strategies, but there must be
substance behind those. In one case we
experienced recently, a ‘strategy on a page’
document gave clear indication of the overall
vision and the top line financial objective

Figure 2: innovation review preparation cycle

Programme Management
Expectations

• Stage / Gate project control
• Monitor for issues and
opportunities

• Input / requests
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expectations
• Prepare for Review
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Key
Activities
e

c

d
Prioritisation

Performance
Management

• Monitor Demonstrated
Performance
• Determine real capacity

• Apply ‘Business Filter’ to
align to strategy and market
• Prioritise based on
opportunity and capacity

of EBIT growth rate but functions and
personnel required additional information,
such as the following:
 What do we expect from core business/
existing SKUs?
 What do we expect from new product
development?
 What do we expect from business
efficiencies/cost savings?
 Which segments or channels of the
market do we expect to grow and
therefore intend to invest in to achieve
this goal?
 What factors should be considered as we
generate gap-closing initiatives?
 Where are volume increases expected to
come from?
 What does being a low cost producer
mean for manufacturing and across the
supply chain?
 From where are we expecting cost
reductions from G&A?
 What are the terms for capital available/
restrictions?
 What are the specific growth targets
by brand/business unit/channel and
account?
 Exactly what are the performance targets
across the business?
 How can we achieve alignment between
resources/ demand/opportunities?
 Are policies aligned with the strategy?
 How will we make customers
knowledgeable regarding our strategy/
policies?
 Is the strategy interpreted into the shorter
term business plan accurately?
 What are the expectations regarding
performance measures for aspects such
as the following:
 Brand health – penetration/share
 NPD contribution – revenue/
contribution from NPs
 Budget control
 Resource productivity
 Success rates of NPIs
Of course, these are just the start of the
sorts of specifics that are required to manage
in this new, tighter, integrated way. As with
the S&OP process itself, the documentation
of the requirements can, and should, evolve
in due course over the first months following
implementation.
The author is an independent supply chain management
consultant.
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Vivek Sood reveals
and discusses the
common factors
that cause supply
chain strategies to
fail

Six Reasons
why supply chain

strategies fail

I

t is not a secret that many, if not most, supply chain strategies fail
to achieve their full anticipated results. This is despite corporations
spending millions of dollars every year on strategy formulation
and implementation. The experience base and case study data set
is accumulating and pointing towards some common reasons why
these strategies fail. Following is a discussion of six of those common
reasons.
Confusion between hope/intention and strategy
Many people still think ‘hope’ or ‘intention’ is a strategy. Let me
explain what I mean by this. We have often worked on supply chain
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transformation projects where the business strategy is not clear at any
level within the organisation. On being asked during initial interviews,
CEOs and senior executives would express what could be classified
as either a goal or a vague longing for something to occur as their
core strategy. Deeper probing would reveal a very shallow strategic
basis in terms of customer segmentation, competitor behaviour, the
organisation’s own strengths, and so on, on which the expressed
strategy was based.
‘Strategy’ is a well thought-out plan that takes into account all
the above factors and many more besides. By its very nature, such a
process closes more doors than it opens. Otherwise, it is very easy to
fall into the trap of saying yes to too many ideas that have not been
clearly thought through in terms of their strategic long-term impact
on the business.
Why is this important? Because without the clarity of vision,
agreement on the chosen path, and the reasons for following it,
personnel within the organisation are confused, dispirited and
cynical. Without the laser-like focus that results from such clarity, most
implementations fall short on results.
Implementation gap
The second key reason based on our observation is the lack of ability
and willingness to implement sound strategy. Strategy is really just
a road map, no matter how good it is. Implementation is required
in order to arrive at the destination. However, during the journey,
several detours are experienced due to political interference, personal
biases or other reasons that make it impossible to arrive at the chosen
destination.
While, in most cases, the outcome is an improvement, if political
interference or personal biases/interests had not intervened, the
organisations would end up being in a much better position. Most
readers will be able to quote numerous examples from personal
experience where the outcomes of supply chain strategies were
severely compromised due to implementation gaps resulting
from political interference or personal biases/interests of the key
stakeholders that should have been adequately explored and taken
into account during the strategy setting.
Strategist/implementer divide
One of the biggest problems we observe is that those who design
strategies are rarely called on to implement them. Whether internal
teams or external teams are deployed to formulate strategies, they
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Most readers will be able to quote
numerous examples from their personal
experience where the outcomes of supply
chain strategies were severely compromised
due to implementation gaps resulting from
political interference or personal biases/
interests of the key stakeholders which should
have been adequately explored and taken into
account during the strategy setting.
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A growing trend in the last 25 years has
been that some of the most brilliant minds
from most of the good universities have gone
to consulting and/or investment banking.
Frequently these people are put in positions
where their job is to formulate strategies.
The expectation is that with their superior
intellect and education they will be able to
see further and think deeper than the mere
mortals who run businesses from day to day.
The remuneration models of most strategy
consulting firms and investment banks
are based on this assumption. The global
financial crisis has exposed a fatal flaw in this
thinking.

❞

are rarely called upon to be responsible for delivering the results
they estimate. If called up to implement, they raise the cost of
implementation far above the anticipated benefits.
Those who implement frequently neither fully understand nor
endorse the strategic moves. Their involvement is only marginal
during the strategy formulation process. They are also not used to
esoteric methodologies espoused by the strategists hence they resent
the expense and resist attempts to bring them on board.
Each party blames the other. Strategists build in huge buffers,
high level rubbery numbers based on percentages, and use other
questionable methodologies to make estimates of potential benefits.
Implementers use these shortcomings as an excuse to cover up their
own lack of planning, execution skills and discipline.
Insufficient hands-on knowledge among the strategists
A growing trend in the last 25 years has been that some of the most
brilliant minds from most of the good universities have gone to
consulting and/or investment banking. Frequently these people
are put in positions where their job is to formulate strategies. The
expectation is that with their superior intellect and education they
will be able to see further and think deeper than mere mortals who
run businesses from day to day. The remuneration models of most
strategy consulting firms and investment banks are based on this
assumption.
However, as the global financial crisis has exposed, there is a fatal
flaw in this thinking. These very same people have very limited, if any,
practical experience running businesses, factories or distribution
centres. While the most imaginative among them can relate to the
on-the-ground reality as described by other people, most others
hide their lack of practical knowledge with an arrogance born out
of a sense of superior entitlement. However, it can be easy for these
people to sell their strategies to boards that are frequently even
further away from detailed knowledge of the core business of their
organisations.
November/December 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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Proclivity to take the high road
In a story of Honda managers sent to the US to launch the motorbike
business in California in 1959, the author described that these people
more by accident than design stumbled on the strategy of selling
smaller 50cc motorbikes through non-traditional retail channels.
While their initial intention, and the directive from headquarters was
to sell larger 250cc or higher bikes through traditional channels, they
were flexible enough to grasp the opportunities presented to them
and humble enough to learn from the market.
Perhaps apocryphally, the author goes on to describe that they
lived simply, slept on the floor of their one bedroom rental apartment,
and travelled on small 50cc motorbikes to and from work — which
was the reason these bikes caught on. The rest, as they say, is history.
Honda is now one of the most respected motorbike brands in the
United States.
Contrast this approach with the typical culture of most
organisations. Very limited time is devoted to understanding the
substance of the issues. Most of the fact-finding is done from airconditioned offices and five star hotels. There is little flexibility in the
strategies and no room for humility in the minds of the strategists.
Scant regard is paid to feedback from the implementers, who are
seen more as self-centred whiners rather than genuinely illuminating
emergent issues. Is there any wonder that most strategies fail to
achieve the kind of results Honda achieved?
Short-term focus
Much has been written about the quarterly culture of Wall Street and
its impact on businesses. Managing earnings and the expectations
of Wall Street quarter-to-quarter leaves very little room for strategic
thinking or its implementation. Short-term fire fighting takes
precedence over long-term socially responsible management for
growth and profitability.
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Much has been written about the
quarterly culture of Wall Street and its impact
on businesses. Managing earnings and the
expectations of Wall Street quarter-to-quarter
leaves very little room for strategic thinking
or its implementation. Short-term fire fighting
takes precedence over long-term socially
responsible management for growth and
profitability.
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Add to that the short average CEO and managerial tenure of three
to four years — most people now plan their career accordingly. The
first year in the new role is marked by significant new projects and
actions, while the rest of the tenure is spent creating the results of the
initial plans. Most people know that in most cases the full results will
not really be seen until they have moved on. Thus they focus only on
short-term results and modulate their actions accordingly.
Supply chain strategies will be good only when they are devised with
due deliberation taking into account all the factors that surround
the key decisions they incorporate. At the same time, they will
only succeed fully when implemented with rigour and flexibility.
Corporations can save themselves a lot of time and money by avoiding
the errors listed above.
The author is managing director of the Global Supply Chain Group, a boutique strategy
consulting firm specialising in supply chain strategies headquartered in Sydney, Australia.
More information on Vivek is available at www.linkedin.com/in/vivek and more information on
the Global Supply Chain Group is available at globalscgroup.com
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Asia Pacific’s
Channel Optimisation
opportunity:
increasing profits and customer satisfaction
by optimising your route to market

By Jeffrey Russell
modern than Indonesia, while Japan is ahead of
both. However, the distributor tradition in Japan
is extremely ingrained, which affects retail activity
taking place across the country. In Australia, a
small handful of modern retailers command a
vast majority of share.
Given these constant changes and shifting
variables, most manufacturers are looking
for new strategies that leverage supply chain
mastery to increase profits and competitiveness.
Here is an overview of one such direction: a
‘channel optimisation’ programme that can help
companies in Asia Pacific make better decisions
about applying services and resources across
the distributor and retail customer base. Most
manufacturers attempt to do this now—but not
to the degree we are advocating, which is taking
channel management to a whole new level.

The concept of channel optimisation

T

he relationship between branded products manufacturers,
distributors and retailers is always changing. Products and
product lines change. Customers and customer preferences
change. Consumers and consumer penchants evolve. The arrival and
departure of competitors change how manufacturers, distributors
and retailers work together.
Moreover, the manufacturer/distributor/retailer connection works
differently in different parts of the world. In North America and much
of Europe, distributor linkages are on the wane—improvements in
the direct relationship between manufacturers and end customers
are what matter most.
Across Asia Pacific, the situation is different and more varied. In
China, for example, there is roughly a 50-50 ratio between the ‘general
trade’ (small retail independents that count on distributors) and the
‘modern trade’ (large, usually international, retail chains that are seeking
to work more directly with manufacturers as they leverage economies
of scale in their own supply chains). India, on the other hand, is
modernising fast, but the vast majority of its products still pass through
general trade. Other parts of Asia vary in yet more ways: Thailand is more
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Throughout the manufacturer community,
significant costs are expended on services to
retailers and retail distributors, which handle
everything from food, beverage, apparel and household products to
cars, handsets and consumer electronics.
This is neither wrong nor inappropriate. However, a growing
body of research and experience reveals that those expenditures
aren’t doing enough to improve long-term growth prospects for
manufacturers. In fact, there are many situations when various services
are neither needed nor valued by the customer. As shown in Figure 1,
the net effect is a ‘long-tail’ of inappropriately used distributors and
over-served customers.
Given the current economic climate, the long-term profitability of all
downstream relationships must be considered, with carefully calculated
amounts ultimately spent on the ‘right’ organisations, rather than just
the largest or most strategic. This is the goal of channel optimisation—
enacting policies and service decisions that identify highly profitable
(or unprofitable) customers and distributor relationships—and then
leveraging supply chain mastery to reduce total expenditures while
maximising the appropriate level of service.
Implementing a channel optimisation strategy can be especially
helpful to manufacturers within Asia Pacific and across developing
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Figure 1: the ‘long tail’ of inappropriately used distributors and
over-served customers.

‘THE LONG TAIL’

and emerging markets. The primary reason is a proliferation of
manufacturer/distributor/retail service models. In effect, regional
and country-based channel-optimisation strategies are often called
for. But without a basic understanding of how channel optimisation
works, such strategies are unlikely to generate additional value. With
channel optimisation, however, APAC companies have real potential
to eliminate wasteful over-service, resolve instances of under-service
and better identify and mitigate risk to best meet customers’ implicit
and explicit needs. This is achieved by building upon the widely
accepted and proven practice of segmentation—determining varying
levels of strategic importance among different groups of retailers
and retail distributors, and then aligning supply chain capabilities
and sales & marketing offerings accordingly. Channel optimisation
can also provide additional depth to manufacturers’ interactions
with retailers—extending the differentiated service model by linking
segmentation to a full complement of supply chain services and
capabilities.

Bringing channel optimisation to Life

customise supply chain relationships (channel by channel and country
by country if need be) with various distributors and customers.
Obviously, channel optimisation
is not geared to neatly packaged
‘how to’ recipes. However, several
common activities will generally be
addressed by most companies that opt
to embark on such a journey. These
activities (summarised in Figure 2)
are worth noting because they can
help manufacturers understand what
to expect during the life cycle of a
channel optimisation programme;
gain an appreciation of what people,
technologies and processes are involved;
and assess the levels of enterprise-wide change that may be needed
to make such a programme work.
1. Understand customer needs
The key to a successful channel optimisation programme is developing
a deep understanding of your customer base: what do our customers
really care about? What are their expectations in terms of service? What
are their common needs? What do they want that we currently are
not giving them, and vice versa? Equally important is being able to
quantify what distributors bring to that party: if a distributor’s value
is low, can it be removed from the ‘value equation?’ If not, what is the
process for maximising its contribution? Insights such as these can be
gained by assessing existing data within the organisation to observe
trends; instigating conversations with account managers, distributors
and customer service representatives; and calling direct meetings with
various customers’ buying organisations.
2. Deliver on the basics
Distributors and retailers will not be willing to engage in more
collaborative partnerships with suppliers unless there is a foundation
of consistent execution of the supply chain basics—shipping the right
amount of the right product to the right place at the right time in the
right condition. Without this foundation,
it will be difficult to establish a service
example, there
paradigm of greater value.

Channel optimisation advocates that services offered to retailers and
distributors be split into two main categories: 1) commercial, sales
and marketing and 2) operations and supply chain. Accenture has
found that many manufacturers are already
sophisticated in their management of the
In China, for
former—frequently offering preferable
is roughly a 50-50 ratio between
trade terms and larger rebates to key (large
the ‘general trade’ (small retail
or highly strategic) customers, or allocating
the most experienced sales managers to
independents that count on
servicing and expanding the most important
distributors) and the ‘modern
or highest-potential distributor and retail
trade’ (large, usually international,
relationships. However, it is maintaining this
retail chains that are seeking
same differentiated focus for supply chain
service offerings—everything from order
to work more directly with
lead times and minimum order quantities,
manufacturers as they leverage
to collaborative planning and strategic
economies of scale in their
forecasting—where missed opportunities
own supply chains). India, on
often reside.
This is where segmentation comes
the other hand, is modernising
in: With revamped processes and savvy
fast, but the vast majority of
technology use, companies can do a
its products still pass through
markedly better job of compiling, analysing
general trade.
and applying data that then is used to
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3. Determine cost to serve
Identifying which customers drive
profitability, which customers deliver the
greatest margins, and which distributors
enable or disable that achievement is key
to helping manufacturers make informed
decisions. For example, a large multi-regional
retailer could actually be contributing less
to a manufacturer’s overall margin than a
group of smaller retailers, due to the way
the former exercises purchasing power or
dictates delivery schedules.
Calculating cost to serve allows
companies to understand the true
profitability of each individual channel,
product and customer. Comprehensiveness
November/December 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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Figure 2: a channel optimisation programme framework.

1

management; ease of doing business; political and
service risks; and end-of-life asset disposition.

4. Segment the customer base
Once precise customer needs have been determined
Understand
and a detailed cost to serve analysis conducted, the
Customer Needs
7
2
manufacturer is then positioned to cluster (segment)
customers into groups based on common needs
Review
Deliver on
and rank those customers according to their level
and Update
the Basics
of strategic importance. The latter mission (ranking
Trade Terms
by strategic importance) is dictated largely by the
current value and overall margin contribution of
each customer. The current value of a retailer to a
manufacturer can be calculated as a factor of both
sales revenues and the retailer’s overall margin
Channel
6
3
Optimisation
contribution. However, projected future value cannot
be ignored, since it is clearly important to build (or
Determine
Align
scale down) relationships with customers whose
Cost to Serve
Service Offerings
fortunes are likely to change.
Once the relative strategic importance of each
customer has been determined, research and analysis
5
will be needed to determine segment sizes, profiles
4
and priorities. As shown in Figure 3, there are many
dimensions that can be used to profile segments.
Segment the
Optimise the
APAC companies, for example, must be particularly
Customer Base
Customer Base
concerned with ‘geographics,’ since retailer needs
(and structures) vary so dramatically across countries
and regions. In this case, a good place to start might
be profitability and customer behaviours.
is crucial—the ability to identify and analyse all of the acquisition
Whichever segmentation approach is chosen, the resulting
and life cycle costs associated with a specific customer or customer
segments should be . . .
group:
 Designed to enable effective marketing and good operational
 Acquisition costs consist mainly of marketing dollars, but can also
delivery performance.
include transportation and fuel; materials handling and storage;
 Distinct, with strong similarities among members of the same
supplier qualification and training; and customer retooling (for
segment and real differences between segments.
new or customised products).
 Aligned with practical and quantifiable performance goals,
 Life cycle costs can include sales and operations management;
with easy-to-understand attributes and realistic benefits for
warehouse and fulfillment activities; maintenance and spares;
members.
warranty coverage and administration; software; quality
5. Optimise the customer base
The output from an effective segmentation analysis could reveal
previously hidden information regarding specific channels to market
Case Study: Global Consumer Electronics Manufacturer
and their relative profitability. For instance, it could be shown that
A multinational manufacturer of branded consumer
some channels provide greater returns than others, say, direct versus
electronics recently decided to launch a channel optimisation
indirect. It could also be determined that across the ‘long-tail’ of retail
programme. Although it serves a wide variety of customers
distributors or channel partners, there are some whose cost serve
across several countries, the company was providing a
must change if the relationship is to continue. Channel optimisation
near-standard service to all: supply chain responsiveness,
advocates that, where necessary, rationalising the number of channel
order mechanisms, account management and marketing
partners (such as distributors) can enable greater control of the overall
programmes were pretty much identical.
market, thus making it possible to drive higher revenue growth.
Following a period of data analysis, segmentation and
strategic alignment, a channel optimisation strategy revealed
6. Align service offerings
potential for annual cost savings of up to 5%. Moreover,
Understanding, segmenting and optimising the customer base
by collaborating more closely with key customers and
all have rewards, but they are not an end in themselves. The key
intensifying its on-time, right-quantity capabilities across the
to unlocking the benefits associated with channel optimisation is
supply chain, the company also expects to meet the ambitious
offering differentiated services and service packages to a segmented
growth targets set by its board.
customer base. Manufacturers might offer high-profitability or
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009
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Figure 3: bases for segmentation profiling.
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strategically vital customers a more responsive and agile service
proposition, with emphasis on close collaboration and partnership.
Smaller customers in less essential segments might receive services
focused on the transactional components of doing business.
7. Review and update trade terms
Once the manufacturer has aligned different offerings to customer
segments, it is important to ensure that trade terms, prices and sales
contracts reflect and support the new ways of working. For instance,
rebate agreements will need to be updated to reflect the kind of
behaviours (ordering patterns, etc) that are expected of each customer
segment. If new lead times or order quantities are introduced, these will
need to be worked in to sales agreements and operating procedures. In
many cases this might be a simple alteration to terms. Other changes
might require a lengthier process, so it is important to ensure that the
necessary legal, policy and commercial teams are involved in the early
stages of channel optimisation strategy formation.

High performance and channel optimisation
Because of the distances, the cultures and the dramatic variations
across countries in Asia Pacific, manufacturers may feel that there are
fewer opportunities to reinvent channel management. However the
channel optimisation strategies discussed here are no less applicable
to an environment where variation is common or where distributors
play a more powerful and ubiquitous role. In fact, the transformation’s
upside may be even higher since regional or country-by-country
customisation has thus far been harder to achieve. Clearly, modern
(international, chain-based) retail in APAC will grow (many chains are
waiting in the wings), but it may not happen fast and it may not come
at the expense of all (or even most) distributor relationships.
Around the world, companies that have enacted channel
optimisation programmes know their value. Many have experienced
enhanced sales growth and reduced operating costs. Revenue uplifts
of up to 4% have been achieved. On the operational side, cost savings
reaching 10% and working capital reductions of up to 15% have been
noted. Still, channel optimisation is not solely a cost-saving activity;
it is also a new way to align sales and marketing with supply chain

Activities /
Behaviours

 Loyalty
 Tenure
 Sales
 Key Buying
Factors

Attitudes

Customer
Profitability

 Industry
 Company Size

 Purchasing Frequency
 Ease of Doing Business

Case Study: Global Consumer Packaged Goods
Company
A global consumer packaged goods company completed its
creation/consolidation of a single continent-wide Customer
Service Team. Shortly thereafter, its supply chain leaders
observed a significant increase in the cost of processing orders.
Recognising that it made no sense to offer all customers 1
identical levels of service, the company sought to implement
a segmentation model that would differentiate the customer
base and offer stratified levels of service.
A multi-phased channel optimisation programme was
launched, the goal of which was to create differentiated
service offerings that would satisfy the needs of each customer
group, while reducing the total volume of orders by 50%
(without adversely affecting sales revenue). The programme
was supported by an organisational design that would deliver
enhanced customer service at a significantly reduced cost.
Within 12 months, SG&A costs fell by 20%.

❝

If a distributor’s value is low, can it
be removed from the ‘value equation?’ If
not, what is the process for maximising its
contribution?

❞

management; service with profitability; efficiency with effectiveness;
and allocation of resources with value of customers. Moreover, channel
optimisation can be a welcome opportunity for businesses to focus
objectively on how to allocate scarce investments where they can
do the most good—something that companies committed to high
performance are always looking for.

The author is managing partner, Supply Chain Asia Pacific, with Accenture.
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供应链 – 医药行业

随着更多制药企业在新兴市场和低劳动
力成本地区建立生产设施，
医药行业开始面临巨大的挑
战。Patricia Grace将在本文
中探讨如何在更广泛的生
产分销网络中进行合规
控制等一系列问题。
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Pharmaceuticals at a glance

$B



50% of global revenue contributed by 10 Markets



Growth rates 5-7% pa





50% contributed by G7
25% contributed by E7 group

Sales Focus


G7 : US, JPN, Ger, UK, Fr, Italy, Ca



E7 : China, India, Russia, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, Turkey

全球前50强跨国医药企业在世界
各地共建有3750家生产工厂。其余工厂
由非专利性制药商、中小企业和中国的
国有企业组成。在全球医药行业监管日
益加强的今天，这些工厂必须能够符合
原产地和销售市场的各项规定和标准，
这对它们来说将是最严峻的考验。
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供应链 – 医药行业

地区

工厂

新加坡

120

爱尔兰

250

美国

3000

中国

6000

印度

2800

日本

1650

欧洲（不包括 6000
爱尔兰）
东南亚国家*
总计
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Trust your
suppliers

— but trust the
results of putting
a product or
service to the
test even more
By Gan Chun Chet

39

My focus here is on
customer and supplier
interaction, and the
trust that you as a
customer should have
in your suppliers.
It is applicable to
a high-volume and
repeated transaction
environment, and to
the service industry

Y

our suppliers are valuable to your company because the
goods or services purchased have a clear asset value.
Suppliers should be treated as if they are part of your
company, and indeed as valuable assets. Why an asset? Because
the products or services that are purchased from suppliers
contribute to the net worth of your company. The profits that
are generated from sales of goods or services, with the parts or
services from your suppliers, indirectly increase the value of your
firm.The items purchased from suppliers embody substantial
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built-in knowledge and experience. You, as
a customer, buy the products or services in
return for a profit later when the goods or
services are sold to end customers.
Treating your suppliers as part of
your company, in effect as partners, to
develop saleable products or services, is
a proven way to improve your company’s
performance. Working closely with your
suppliers to develop products or services
will tap their store of knowledge and
experience and your suppliers will be
keen to work with you more closely and
creatively in return for guaranteed sale of
goods or services. As much as possible,
purchasing from suppliers should not
simply be viewed as just a transaction,
but an opportunity for a creative team
effort between you and your suppliers to
innovate. When you decide to take such
an approach, bear in mind the time and
effort involved to, for instance, develop
a new product, and choose wisely before
embarking on your new partnership.
A simple point to begin with is that
you need to know your suppliers’ proven
and potential abilities before forming
a partnership. A key question to ask is
whether the chosen suppliers are capable
of designing something new that you

❝

Treating
your suppliers
as part of your
company,
in effect as
partners to
develop saleable
products or
services, is a
proven way to
improve your
company’s
performance

❞
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will be able to take and sell to your end
customers? The ideas should originate
internally from within your company
as innovation, and then be developed
further with your suppliers to form saleable
products or services.
You have to manage the development
of the products or services to ensure
their saleability in your market place. It
is important not to fall victim to routine
procedure with suppliers. If your suppliers
are only able to help develop one product
after several years of cooperation, consider
switching to others. That could be the
wisest decision you may make during
any given year. New products are often
required to remain in the race in today’s
highly competitive waters.
At the initial stage of any mutually
beneficial partnership, new ideas should
be generated. At a more intermediate
stage, the ideas must be implemented
and materialised. And at a later marketing
stage, the new products or services must
meet the requirements of your customers.
Developing new products and working
closely with your suppliers should be a
high priority in company planning and
should be treated as a valuable potential
company asset.

Trust and the truth of facts
Trust is a belief, a powerful feeling that goes
beyond the bare facts of a relationship with
another person or company. It is a belief
in the integrity of the person you are
dealing with in performing a job. When
you trust your suppliers, you feel assured
that the products or services will meet your
minimum requirements. You trust that your
supplier will offer you quality goods, and
not try to cut corners in giving you shoddy
quality products or services in a form of
transactional deception.
Trust is more powerful than what
the mere facts of a set of transactions
with a person may reveal. It goes deeper.
Trusting a supplier to do a job means you
are confident that the products or services
purchased from the supplier will meet
your requirements, and that the supplier
stands behind that service or product. Of
course, the product or service must prove
its worth when put to use. But trust is like
an envelope of assurance that the supplier
has your benefit in mind as well as his or
her own.
The visibility of trust
Feelings are difficult to hide. Their
expression is of ten ver y visible in

supply chain
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interpersonal interaction. Disappointment,
frustration, sadness, satisfaction are all
feelings often expressed in business
transactions.
In an interaction with a supplier, the
customer requires the supplier to supply
goods or services to the company to
meet certain objectives. Sometimes you
are happy with a transaction, sometimes
perhaps dissatisfied, disappointed, even
frustrated. In order to perform well, one of
the strategies is to work closely with your
suppliers, learning to avoid generating
negative feelings. Your company knows its
requirements. But there might be instances
where the company feels that the supplier
is unable to perform to the company’s
expectation, perhaps even damaging the
reputation of your firm.
Trusting your suppliers is a feeling
that you have in your suppliers, trusting
that the relationship will be profitable. If
one of your suppliers does not perform
to requirements, you will feel let down
immediately. The feeling is a message to
you that your trust was perhaps unfounded.
Listen to those feelings. Be alert: they are

a signal to you, a flashing red light that
danger may lurk ahead.
The influence of a supplier is often
powerful
The influence of a supplier is often
powerful. You must compare pricing.
Sometimes a supplier charges too high a
price, claiming a product or service is high
quality. Only when putting the product or
service to the test and comparing what
is offered in the supply market, can you
determine the truth of such claims.
Claims are difficult to prove or disprove.
But your own feelings about a supplier can
be deceptive. As a customer, you need to
make comparisons between firms offering
to supply you, and tap your company’s
experience, and the experience of others.
Suppliers can generate a powerful image
that does not match reality. Your task is
to substantiate the trust you may have in
a supplying firm, and that firm’s claims,
and to remain ever alert. The influence of
suppliers can be powerful. Who can you
believe as a customer? How can you learn
to see the true picture based on solid
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❝

Trust is a belief, a
powerful feeling that goes
beyond the bare facts of a
relationship with another
person or company. It is a
belief in the integrity of the
person you are dealing with
in performing a job. When
you trust your suppliers,
you feel assured that
the products or services
will meet your minimum
requirements.

❞

data rather than just on feeling, hearsay,
the manipulations of advertisements
and impressions? A strong scaffolding for
rational, circumspect decision-making is
needed.

The author is a supply chain management consultant.
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The changing
economics of ethics
By Richard Brubaker

With the recent news of a 25-year-old committing suicide at Foxconn over the possible theft of a
new iPhone, the debate over the responsibility foreign firms have for the way suppliers manage
labour was re-ignited. It is a decades-old issue, highlighted in the West through books such as
Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle and high profile media stories such as the 1997 Nike labour scandal.
It is an issue that continues to raise its head throughout many supply chains rooted in Asia
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ypically, for niche firms, developing a
supply chain that is ‘ethical’ is a legacy
of the core belief of the founders of
the firm. For larger firms with more complex
supply chains, more is usually required. Within
larger firms, the instigators of ethical supply
chain practices frequently tie their objectives
to CSR. For firms that resist change in the area,
they are now subject to new forces that are
growing in strength and integrating. Among
these:
 Government and government agencies
implementing new regulation, fines and
incentives to mandate firms to take more
accountability. Labour laws, product
safety regulations, and ‘green’ taxes are
all being strengthened on a global level
and increasingly on regional and national
levels.
 Consumer awareness and expectations
are growing faster than ever before as
consumers become concerned about
the stability of the economy, the fragility
of the environment, and the safety of the
products they are buying.
 New information media such as blogs,
twitter, and so on, are creating armies
of new reporters that can disseminate
information more quickly.
Integrated, these forces not only expose
firms that were once able to operate under
the radar, but the severity of the exposure
and correlating consumer reactions carry a far
more significant risk of brand destruction and
fines when exposed. The correlation between
practices in supply chain management and
potential loss of brand value from a failure is
still rarely taken into account while analysing
the economic vs. ethical balance.
Areas of focus
In developing an ethical supply chain, three
areas of focus are at the forefront. Labour is
the largest of these, but the environmental
impacts of materials used and the safety
and quality of products are also heavily
considered.
Labour
Labour compliance and workplace safety are
issues with a long history in manufacturing,
and perhaps represent the most important
and difficult issues faced by companies
seeking to manage global supply chains in

an ethical manner. Child labour, fair wages,
workplace safety, and other key labour issues,
force many into playing endless games of
cat and mouse, spot-checks and third-party
verifications.

C a s e S t u d y : Wo B a b y b a s i c s
(wobabybasics.com)
Sherry Poon of Wo Babybasics developed
a product that only uses organic and
sustainable materials and built a business
that respects its workers and has an
explicit aim to materially improve their
lives. It was this mission that led Poon to
develop a partnership with the UK-based
Catalyst Foundation, and ultimately to
working with women’s cooperatives in
northeast China which do all the knitting
required for the production of the baby
garments.

These issues largely depend on the
manner in which companies develop their
supply chains in the first place. Historically,
when doing this, companies felt they had
two essentially different avenues to choose
from: economic (profit) and moral. With a
lack of an efficient feedback mechanism that
highlighted and properly valued the risk of
poor labour practices to a brand’s value in
the market, the economic (lower cost) avenue
was often the avenue of choice. What made
the recent Apple/Foxconn case particularly
interesting was that two weeks prior to the
incident, an internal Apple report showed
that of the 83 factories that build iPhones
and iPods, 45 had compliance issues. It is a
report that others have started to publish and
will no doubt lead to a harder look, internally
and externally, at supplier relations and the
treatment of employees.
Materials
While many are focused on labour as ‘the
issue’ for ethical supply chains, as I have
mentioned many times in previous pieces
for Supply Chain Asia Magazine, consumer
awareness surrounding the environment
and the role of manufacturing has increased.
This is a phenomenon that has forced
companies to defend the ‘sustainability’ and
‘greenness’ of their products. The footprint
of product materials is also important, with
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many consumers concerned that materials
are sourced only from non-conflict areas
and are procured in a fair trade business
environment where local populations are
benefiting from the purchase. Ensuring
local resources used are renewable is also a
rising concern.

Case Study: Esquel Group (esquel.
com)
Esquel manufactures for the world’s
best known and highly respected
brands, including Tommy Hilfiger, Hugo
Boss, Brooks Brothers, Abercrombie
& Fitch, Nike, Lands’ End and Muji,
and major retailers such as Marks &
Spencer, Nordstrom and Jusco. Esquel
has a strong reputation in CSR and has
just announced a collaboration with
the Zhejiang Institute of Science &
Technology (ZIST) of China to establish
the ‘ZIST Esquel Eco-Textile Research
Center (ZERC)’. The collaboration is
the first by academia and private
enterprise in China to foster scientific
research in eco-textile production, and
sets a precedent for the promotion
of research in the area of textiles and
ecology.

C a s e S t u d y : To r a n a H o u s e
(toranahouse.com)
When faced with a choice between
saving money and investing in a process
of cleaning up a supply chain, many
managers will take the path of cost
savings. Chris Buckley of Torana House
was faced with such a choice when he
noticed blue chemical dyes flowing
from the facility where local artisans
were producing high-end carpets for his
business. For Buckley, it was a moment
when he decided to make a change, and
over the course of the next three years
he worked to move away from using
chemical dyes which are cheaper, more
accessible, and provide better colours, to
using natural dyes. The change required
a significant amount of research into
traditional plants and dying practices,
as well as retraining artisans in new
methods.
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Case Study: Mattel (mattel.com)
In the summer of 2007, at the height
of the ‘Made in China’ product safety
scandal, Mattel’s recall of over 20m
products was perhaps the most
memorable. What happened was one
of Mattel’s key suppliers applied lead
paint to a range of Barbie Dolls, a failure
that cost the company dearly as the
costs of the huge product recall and
issue of replacements were added to
fines that were in turn added to lost
sales. Estimates vary, but it is widely
speculated the total cost of the incident
to Mattel was over $100m.
Mattel had no system in place to
actually test the paint being applied
before stocking on retail shelves. While
many agree not having such a system
is common practice, Mattel failed to
recognise the risk in their system posed
by simply trusting suppliers to do the
right thing. The company ended up
paying multiples more in diminished
brand value and fines than it would have
cost to have a full monitoring system in
place. Mattel now has a full monitoring
system in place.

Product safety
During the summer of 2007, the area of
product safety was thrust into the spotlight
as everything from Barbie Dolls to tyres
to toothpaste was being recalled. It was a
problem many viewed as systemic, with ‘China’
primarily at fault. But it became clear that
many of the branded firms in front of Chinese
suppliers were lacking the appropriate
product quality and safety checks that should
have been in place — systems that would have
certainly been in place were the products
made internally. For many brands at the time,
this was one of the first times where they were
faced with a need to assess the risk of their
outsourced supply chains. Many also began
to conclude that, regardless of whether or not
they had purchased the lead paint themselves
or applied it; supply chain quality problems
would ultimately track back to the brands, as
it was their decision to outsource, their process
that chose the suppliers, and their process that
picked the quality control system.
Developing an ethical supply chain is a
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009
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Child labour, fair wages, workplace safety, and other key
labour issues, force many into playing endless games of cat
and mouse, spot-checks and third-party verifications. These
issues largely depend on the manner in which companies
develop their supply chains in the first place. Historically, when
doing this, companies felt they had two essentially different
avenues to choose from: economic (profit) and moral. With a
lack of an efficient feedback mechanism that highlighted and
properly valued the risk of poor labour practices to a brand’s
value in the market, the economic (lower cost) avenue was
often the avenue of choice.

❞
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Mattel had no system in
place to actually test the paint
being applied before stocking
on retail shelves. While many
agree not having such a
system is common practice,
Mattel failed to recognise the
risk in their system posed
by simply trusting suppliers
to do the right thing. The
company ended up paying
multiples more in diminished
brand value and fines than
it would have cost to have
a full monitoring system
in place. Mattel now has a
full monitoring system in
place.

❞

process that must not only be strategic in
nature but also holistic. Historically, it has been
a process many organisations have failed to
undertake as it was seen as a cost that would
cut into profit margins. This demonstrated a
failure to appreciate the risks to brand value or
long-term business dynamics on the ground
or to understand the costs of corrective,
defensive measures, that could very easily be
many multiples larger than setting up proper
systems in the first place.
Further information
 Business for Social Responsibility (bsr.
org)
 CSR Asia (csr-asia.com)
 Collective Responsibility
(collectiveresponsibility.org)
 Ethical Corporation (ethicalcorp.com)
 Ethical Trading Initiative (ethicaltrade.
org)
The author is the CSR correspondent for Supply Chain Asia
Magazine.
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G

lobal demand for effective medicines is on the rise. A rapidly
aging global population will require significant palliative
medication. Developed and emerging economies are
registering significant increases in chronic conditions such as diabetes
and hypertension, while lifestyle challenges are creating a range of
adverse health conditions. Around the world, drug resistant strains of
illnesses are appearing and new diseases are surfacing –– SARS, H5N1,
H1N1 –– proving that global pandemics are a real possibility.
World population growth, the increasing wealth of developing
societies and the increased risk of global pandemics, has created great
opportunities for the pharmaceuticals industry. In 2008, the global
industry was valued at US$740bn, with growth rates estimated at
5-7% per annum. Of this growth, 80% is expected to be generated
by the top 50 companies in the industry; 50% is expected to come
from G7 nations (US, Japan, Germany, UK, France, Italy, Canada) and
25% from the E7 nations of Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico,
Russia and Turkey.
Industry challenge and transformation
While the US and Europe are the world’s biggest markets for
pharmaceutical products, the number of plants in Asia is on the rise.
This is driven mainly by the draw of sales to developing markets, but
also by the need to follow lower cost locations.
The expansion into Asia has created considerable challenges, among
them the following:
• The ability to drive profitability while managing the spiralling cost
of manufacture driven by regulatory compliance
• Escalating costs driven by consumer demand for improved product
quality and compliance
• Limited number of university graduates with technical
qualifications
• The need for continuous education and training
• The ability to rapidly implement and apply new technologies
• Increased competition from generic drug manufacturers

Meeting the

challenges
of a transforming
Pharmaceutical
industry
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The pharmaceutical industry faces
significant challenge as it expands
to capitalise on new sources
of demand and lower labour
costs. Patricia Grace explores
a number of these challenges,
including how to ensure regulatory
compliance as the manufacturing
of pharmaceuticals becomes
increasingly dispersed
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Pharmaceuticals at a glance
All rest; 20%
40 Companies;
30%
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US$740bn revenue (2008, global)
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Japan;
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50% of global revenue contributed by ten markets
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- E7 : China, India, Russia, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, Turkey

English*
Europe
(excl IRE);
5%

N.English*
Europe;
16%
US; 11%

China; 51%

2.7m employed in technical roles

In recent years, the regulatory compliance factor has become a
very public concern. Governments, too, concerned with the rise in
overall healthcare costs that threaten the ‘inalienable’ right of the
individual to acceptable healthcare at a reasonable cost, are taking
both preventative and proactive action, placing further pressure on
the industry.
• Smoking bans are prevalent in many European countries and the
US. In the UK, doctors are rewarded when patients stop smoking
• Many countries are focused on the ‘battle of the bulge’ and are
actively fighting illnesses such as diabetes and obesity
• Flu and cancer vaccines are becoming prevalent
• Electronic patient records (EPR) are intended to improve the
effectiveness of drug performance monitoring
• A greater number of drugs are accessible ‘over the counter” (OTC)
–– in line with the number of ‘self-diagnoses’ tools and websites
• Big pharmaceutical chains like Walgreens (US) have medically
trained staff to assist the general public in drug purchases

The regulatory compliance
factor has become a very public
concern in recent years.”
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As the ability of pharmaceutical companies to charge price
premiums erodes through greater government intervention and
increased competition from generic drug manufacturers, the industry
must focus on delivering products safely to end customers through
more distributed, global supply chains, and to do that in a more
cost effective way. Delivery systems must be capable of consistently
presenting products at the right cost that meet predetermined
standards of efficacy and safety set by various regulatory bodies. The
more manufacturing becomes globally distributed, the greater the
challenge, as remote plants struggle to comply with standards set
by regulatory audits.
A review of documentation produced by regulatory and nongovernment agencies reveals a focus predominantly on Good
Manufacturing Practice (GMP) and compliance, with brief mention
of recalls, distribution, and outsourced suppliers. Supply chain
management (SCM) terminology is notable by its absence.
Key concepts –– regulatory requirements and the role of nongovernment bodies
Pharmaceutical supply chains must be designed with two key
concepts in mind:
• Minimise risk to patient safety
• Ensure products, manufacturing and delivery systems are ‘fit- forintended purpose’
Over the past 12 years, industry regulators have adapted and
developed regulatory requirements in an attempt to provide greater
guidance to industry, enabling easier compliance. Pharmaceutical
plants must generally ensure compliance with regulations imposed
by the country of origin (manufacturing location) as well as those of
the destination country. The US regulations are imposed by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) under the code of federal regulation
(CFR) 21 part 211.
This CFR, titled ‘Current good manufacturing practices (CGMP) for
finished pharmaceuticals’, contains 11 subsections as shown below.
General
provisions

Organisation and
personnel

Building and
facilities

Equipment

Control : containers and
Components

Products and
process

Packaging and
labelling

Holding and
distribution

Lab controls

Records and
reports

Returns and
salvage

Somewhat like ISO, and its application in hi-tech, FDA
documentation provide guidelines that must be translated into key
auditable plant and supply chain processes that match the needs of
regulatory audits.
November/December 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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Pharmaceutical Industry: size
Pharmaceutical industry: size
Top 48 pharma companies (combined)
Revenue (2007)

$588,700,000,000

Profits (2007)

$116,596,000,000

Global Employees

1,404,598

(X
1,000,000)

The European Commission produces regulations governing
pharmaceutical manufacturing and supply chain practices. The
enterprise and industry regulation VOL 4 is titled ‘Good manufacturing
Practice’ (GMP) Guidelines’ and can be found online. Part one is
titled ‘Basic Requirements for Medicinal Products’ and consists of
the following topics: quality management, personnel, premises and
equipment, documentation, production, quality control, contract
manufacturer, complaints and recalls, self inspection.
Part two, titled ‘Basic Requirements for Active Substances used
as Starting Materials’, consists of 20 Annexes, of which over half are
dedicated to the manufacture of specific types of products –– i.e.
creams, ointments, products derived from blood, etc. and provide
general but non-measurable directions such as, ‘Care should be taken
when…’. Some annexes provide updates to such topics as Quality Risk
Management (QRM), computerised systems, and so on.
In India, the Central Drug Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO)
and in China, the State Food and Drug Administration (SFDA) attempt
to regulate the industry for the local market.
The difficulty in interpreting and translating regulation into
auditable practice and processes within the manufacturing supply chain
has resulted in additional supporting documentation, published by:
• International Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE)
• International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH)
• Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention/Scheme (PIC/S)
• American Standards for Testing Materials (ASTM, ASTM 2500)
Most recently, regulatory and independent agencies have jointly
focused on developing two incremental concepts:
• The need to adopt a more efficient and effective approach to
enabling innovation and technological advance
• The need for science-based decision making
This focus has helped promote the application and integration of
quality risk management and science-based assessment techniques
to both plant, product and system lifecycles.
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009

ICH (International Conference on Harmonisation) is a joint venture
between the regulatory authorities of Europe, Japan, the US and
industry experts, specifically focused on the scientific and technical
aspects of product registration. Its publications are divided into four
main topics: quality, safety, efficacy, and multi-disciplinary, with three
comprehensive documents relating to SCM published under the
quality banner:
• ICH Q7: good manufacturing practice for API (Active pharmaceutical
ingredients)
• ICH Q9: quality risk management
• ICH Q10: pharmaceutical quality systems
ICH Q9 refers to the many risk management tools that are
being put to use within the industry –– FMEA, FMECA, FTA, HACCP,
HAZOPS..
The ISPE and its suite of documents referred to as GAMP (Good
Automated Manufacturing Practices) provide guidance to the
industry on IT systems, control and implementation. The latest of
these documents produced in 2008 –– known as GAMP5 –– was
titled, ‘A risk-based approach to compliant GxP computerized
systems’ with the ‘x’ referring to design, engineering, manufacturing,
quality, and so on. The document promotes the idea that IT system
and project classification should be based on risk, novelty and
complexity, providing opportunity for not only a scalable approach
to systems development and implementation, but also improved
cost management.
A discussion of concepts within the industry would not be complete
without a mention of the word ‘Validation’ –– a term widely used.
The EU GMP guide defines ‘Validation’ as:
“establishing documented evidence that a process or system, when
operated within established parameters, can perform effectively
and reproducibly to produce a medicinal product meeting its predetermined specifications and quality attributes”
Effective operation within the industry requires that the principles
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of validation be applied to the complete delivery system from design
and development through to product and process validation, mass
production and distribution, throughout the product and process
lifecycle.
Validation –– one of the ten principles of GMP, summarised by the
ISPE, helps ensure that the other nine principles are rigidly adhered
to and encourages their application in a cost effective way. The V
Model Concept –– borrowed from the IT industry –– is often used to
establish and define the scope of the validation effort for both facility
and automated systems. GxPs require that the validation effort be
‘science-based’.
The ten principles of GMP
• Writing procedures
• Following procedures
• Document for traceability
• Designing facilities and equipment
• Maintaining facilities and equipment
• Validation
• Job competence
• Cleanliness
• Process control
• Auditing for compliance
Industry size and Asia
The average pharmaceutical plant in Asia has about 100 employees
of which at least 50% perform technical roles, i.e. manufacturing and
quality, and another 25% are employed in more traditional supply
chain activities –– procurement, materials management, logistics, etc.
China –– the exception –– has about 200 employees per plant. For each
person employed directly in the industry, another two people are said
to be supplying a service into the industry –– materials, consultancy,
logistics, IT, etc. Natural attrition is said to run at about 7% annually, as
people retire. It can take 6-9 months for new hires to provide positive
contribution.
The top 50 pharmaceutical MNCs combined have about 3,750
manufacturing plants scattered globally. Remaining plants comprise
generic manufacturers, SMEs, and in the case of China –– state owned
enterprises (SOEs). In China and India, these plants are primarily
located in clusters in the following areas:
China –– Zhejiang, Guangdong, Sichuan, Hebei
India ––  Delhi, Pune, Hyderabad, Bangalore
It is these plants that face the greatest challenge in the future as
they endeavour to ensure compliance for both themselves and their
supply base with the ever-increasing demands of global regulation.
Summary
In this article, I have explored some of the challenges that confront
the pharmaceutical industry today; varying from the changing face of
customer needs to the challenge of ensuring regulatory compliance
as pharmaceutical manufacturing becomes increasingly distributed.
I have explored some of the key concepts prevalent within the
industry, those being:

•
•
•
•
•
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Minimise risk to patient safety
Fit- for-intended purpose
Quality risk management (QRM)
Science-based decision-making
Validation

I have also discussed how some of the principles of Validation are
applied to the industry through the use of regulatory GXPs.     

The Innovators
Prescription

I

n his book, The Innovators Prescription, CM Christensen
refers to the ‘disruptive supply chains’ that have long been
a feature of the hi-tech industry. Twenty years ago, the
electronics industry began to focus on outsourced supply
chains. This started with parts, and gradually developed to
complete computers in the early to mid 90’s. In the case of
Foxconn –– the worlds biggest outsource manufacturer of
electronic equipment –– it started with a cable. Today Foxconn
builds computers and electronic equipment for most of the
top brands. The reasoning was simple: improved cost, better
control and quality, operational excellence, technology
improvements, improved flexibility, faster speed of delivery,
improved focus and better asset utilisation.
Christensen refers to companies such as Shanghai
Pharmaceutical Group, Cadila Healthcare in India and Codexis in
the US, as examples of a few of many subcontractors worldwide
that are expected to contribute to about US$145bn of total
production in 2009. Christiansen sees this ‘dis-integration’ as a
means for  ‘Large Pharma’ to share risk and reduce cost.
What Christiansen does not discuss is the increased
difficulty in managing outsourced supply chains. Suppliers
rarely have all the capabilities they purport to have, and the
more ‘nodes’ on the supply chain, the greater the difficulty
in integrating information and managing quality. Launching
relatively simple products can prove extremely difficult, as can
the management of both quality and quality assurance.
Progress, however, will not be curbed, particularly as the
need for cheaper, faster products grow. More than ever, the
industry will turn to and adapt the principles of validation and
GXPs to guide the way to managing these global supply chains.
As supply chains lengthen and become increasingly dispersed,
both regulatory and non-government agencies will re-focus
the industry on the extended supply chain, demanding both
operational excellence and performance compliance.
The author is a veteran supply chain practitioner currently working with Planvisage
in Singapore.
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Biopharma
gets bigger
in Asia
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009

The global economic
crisis is forcing the world’s
biopharmaceutical companies to
take an even more serious look at
developing Asia as a way to cut
costs and expand sales. Owen
Cleaver looks at the nature
of the draw of Asia for global
biopharmaceutical companies;
how the homegrown biopharma
sector has been evolving, and
where some of the supply chain
opportunities and challenges lie
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Top ten biopharmaceutical companies*
01 Amgen 			
$14,687**
02 Genentech 			
$10,531
03 Novo Nordisk 		
$8,989
04 Merck Serono 		
$7,338
05 Baxter BioScience 		
$5,308
06 Biogen Idec 			
$3,968
07 Genzyme 			
$3,751
08 CSL Ltd. 			
$2,961
09 Allergan 			
$1,311
10 Alexion Pharma 		
$259
*Companies that make more than 60% of their revenues from large molecule drugs.
Based on 2008 biopharma revenues
**Dollar amounts are in millions
Source: Contract Pharma

L

ike many industries before, biopharmaceuticals has been drawn
by opportunities in Asia for lower cost labour and to serve
huge new markets. But as an industry that relies more than
most on a well-educated labour force and sophisticated facilities and
technologies, the pace and shape of biopharma development in the
region has been heavily influenced by national standards of education
and levels of government investment and industry regulation.
While big-name western biopharma giants such as Novo Nordisk,
Roche, and GlaxxoSmithKline have long had a presence in Asia,
several recent developments have heightened interest in the region.
Pressure to reduce cash burn, brought on by the economic crisis, a
renewed vigour to reduce and curtail rising costs of healthcare in
many markets, as well as skyrocketing R&D costs in the west, have all
worked together to increase focus on Asia as a potential solution to
cut costs and expand sales.
Since the start of the crisis, there has been a series of large new
investments made by global biopharma companies in the region.
In September, Genzyme Corp of the US, one of the world’s largest
biotechnology companies, broke ground on a new $100m, 200,000sq
ft R&D facility in Beijing’s Zhongguancun Life Science Park. In
November of last year, Denmark’s Novo Nordisk announced a $400m
investment in a manufacturing facility in Tianjin, the largest overseas
investment in the history of the company. Singapore reported that in
2008 alone, global biomedical science companies invested more than
$500m in facilities and programmes in the city-state.
Homegrown industry
Asia’s homegrown biopharma industry is also undergoing a significant
expansion. In 2008, there were five Life Science IPOs worth $178m in
China (compared with zero in the US during the same period). Last
year also saw 48 biopharmaceutical mergers and acquisitions in China,
worth some $1.2bn. The deals include the buyout of two American
biotech firms, Minnesota-based AppTec Laboratories and New
Jersey-based Datascope’s patient monitoring business, by Chinese
biopharmaceutical groups Wuxi PharmaTech (now renamed WuXi
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Apptec) and Mindray Medical, respectively.
According to Francis Lai of Ernst & Young, domestic Chinese
companies are making notable breakthroughs in areas such as R&D:
“China is well established in producing blood products and vaccines.
There are some large-size domestic companies dominating the
market. China has also made good progress on the production of
monoclonal antibodies with 11 products being registered by the State
and Food Drug Administration.”
India is also developing a biopharma heritage. Due to the high
percentage of the population living in poverty, the government
has encouraged the development of biogenerics (also called
biosimilars) within the country. These generic copies of brand name
biopharmceuticals can run 25% to 50% cheaper than the brand name
products they imitate.
Under the 2005 world trade TRIPS agreement, Indian biogeneric
firms are allowed to manufacture any product patented before
1995. Big names biogenerics include Dr. Reddy Laboratories, which
markets Reditux and Grafeel; and Ranbaxy Laboratories, India’s largest
pharmaceutical company, which bought out biotech Zenotech to
enter the biogenerics market. Another Indian firm, Biocon, stands out
from the pack through development of its own exclusive products.
Over the past decade, Singapore, too, has worked hard to nurture
a local biomedical development industry. The Lion Republic is now
home to several up and coming homegrown firms including Merlion
Pharmaceuticals, which made the 2007 global watch list of industry
watcher FierceBiotech. S*Bio, another local biopharma prospect
and winner of BioSingapore’s 2009 award for Most Successful BioPartnership in Asia, recently signed a $550m licensing deal to develop
and commercialise a set of drugs with Onyx Pharmaceuticals.
Reduced labour costs
For western companies, a primary draw of biopharma investment
in Asia is the lower cost of labour. Cost savings on labour can be
significant. In the area of clinical trials, for instance, workforce costs
in China or India are said to be one sixth those of Europe and the US.
Some, however, believe the real costs are closer to one third after
factoring in lower per-capita productivity.
Meanwhile, ongoing measures by Asian governments to improve
higher education levels are increasing labour supply qualified to
support biopharma research work.
Throughout the last two decades, China has funded billions in
grants to upgrade its university systems to world-class standards and
produces a huge number of science and health-related graduates

Definition
Biopharmaceutical: concerned
with biotechnology (the
industrial use of living things
to make drugs and chemicals)
and pharmaceuticals (the
development and production of
drugs and medicines).
Source: Financial Times Lexicon
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Global biopharma’s ongoing expansion in Asia
Company

Country Where

Type

Product

Opens

Cost (US$)

Note

Genetech

Singapore

Tuas Biomedical
Park

Manufacture

Lucentis Injections

2010

$140m

Note: Started construction in
2007, licensure in 2010

Genetech

Singapore

Singapore

Manufacture

Avastin

$290m + milestone
payments of $70m

Exercised option to buy from
Lonzo

Baxter International

Singapore

Singapore

Manufacture

Advate

2012-2015

Lonza

Singapore

Singapore

Manufacture

Monoclonal antibodies &
recombinant proteins

2010-2011

Conjugate Vaccines

GSK

Singapore

Singapore

Manufacture

Novartis

Singapore

Singapore

Manufacture

Schering Plough

Singapore

Jurong

R&D

Experimental molecules

Novo Nordisk

PRC

Tianjin

Manufacture

Insulin - NovoMix® 30 and
NovoRapid®

Novo Nordisk

PRC

Beijing R&D
Zhongguancun Life
Science Park

GSK

PRC

Shanghai Zhangjiang High
Tech Park

Manufacture

Roche

PRC

Shanghai Zhangjiang High
Tech Park

R&D

Still under construction
$480m

2009

$411m

2012

$700m
$400m

Recently invested to expand

Influenza Vaccine

2004

GSK

PRC

Shanghai

R&D

Clincial Studies

2007

GSK

India

Nashik

Manufacture

Vaccines

2006

Kemwell/Boehringer
Ingelheim

India

Bangalore

Manufacture
& R&D

Protein therapeutics

Baxter

India

Manesar

Manufacture

Continuous Ambulatory
Peritoneal Dialysis Fluid

$11.6m
$50m

Source: Company data and Supply Chain Asia Magazine

each year. In fact, by as early as 2003 China was already producing as
many as a fifth of the number of science and health graduates of all
the OECD member countries combined on an annual basis.
This emergent, inexpensive and qualified workforce is a huge draw
for biopharma companies. In addition, as Lai from Ernst & Young notes:
“There are many talents who were initially trained in medical sciences
or nursing working for CROs, or the clinical trial divisions of pharma
companies.” This is a phenomenon not seen in developed countries,
where medical field graduates tend to gravitate toward the medical
service industry rather than research.
In Asia, it is Singapore, with its small population and size, that has
probably done the most effective job in developing and attracting
talent to a biopharmaceutical sector that is a key contributor to its
knowledge-based economy. Through the A*STAR Scholarship and
Fellowship Program, Singapore has awarded millions in grants and
scholarships to promote the development of local talent in biosciences.
Started nearly ten years ago, the programme recently started to bear
fruit with newly minted PHDs coming into the work force.
Market potential
Asia’s more populous countries also offer specific advantages for
location of biopharma R&D. The genetic diversity offered by the
populations of China and India make both countries very suitable for
clinical trials. Further, because of the lower availability of healthcare
in developing nations, drug penetration is lower than in the US and
Europe. This makes for what the industry believes to be better test
subjects, as patients tend to be more responsive to drugs, and there
is less risk of muddling results through inadvertent cross interaction
of medications.
The huge population and enormous market potential offered by
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Asia is clearly a big draw for biopharmaceutical firms. Not only is the
region home to nearly 4bn people, but it also has some of the world’s
largest ageing populations. Japan tops the chart, with the largest
proportion of people over the age of 65 in the world (20%). Singapore
is estimated to have the second highest proportion of people over 65
in the region, on target to hit 20% by 2030. Even at only 7%, those over
65 in China still number 90m.
As developing nations invest more in modern healthcare, overall
spending in medical products and services is set to rise dramatically.
Earlier this year, China approved a $124bn, three-year plan to upgrade
its healthcare system that will see coverage for 90% of its population by
2011. Concurrently, its growing middle class population is estimated to
balloon to nearly 600m by 2020. Factored with the overall continued
improvement of living standards, demand for higher levels of
advanced healthcare is widely considered to be inevitable, and with
it demand for the drugs and vaccines biopharmaceuticals produce.
Continuing government commitment
Asian governments are increasingly committed to growing their
biopharma sectors. Even in the midst of the global economic crisis,
the Chinese government launched a multibillion-dollar programme,
the Mega New Drug Development Program that pledges $10bn
over 13 years into drug development projects, starting from last
November to the end of 2010. Although on a lesser scale, India too
has stepped up during the crisis in support of biopharma. Earlier this
year, the government’s Department of Biotechnology started the Small
Business Innovation Research Initiative (SBIRI). The programme fosters
local R&D via grants and low interest loans to small-and-mediumsized enterprises doing ‘high-risk, pre-proof-of-concept’ research. The
government’s biotech department also offers grants and stipends to

al Pharmaceutical plants
+
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Global pharmaceutical plants

* Data unknown

* Data unknown

biotech post-graduates to take part in industrial training, which looks
to facilitate integration of students from academia to the industrial
workplace.
Quality control
Achieving good quality control is one of the biggest supply chain
challenges facing biopharma sectors in Asia. Examples of problems with
quality arising in the region are ubiquitous. In April, Chinese-manufactured
Heparin, a blood thinner used to prevent blood clots, was found to be
contaminated after it was distributed to 11 different countries, including the
US, where it was linked to 81 deaths by the American FDA. In another case
earlier this year, a rabies vaccine produced and distributed domestically in
China was found to contain an illegal and dangerous ingredient and had
to be mass recalled.
India, too, has had its share of quality issues. Most recently, Indian
generics manufacturer MJ Biopharm was discovered to have inaccuracies
in their documentation by the UK’s drug watchdog, the Medical and
Healthcare Product Agency (MHRA). The find led to eight major drug
companies who sourced from the firm, including Novartis, having to pull
related drugs off the market.
Although India has been enforcing current Good Manufacturing
Practices (cGMP) on the industry since 2005, it is clear from repeated instances
that cGMP standards have not yet sunk in across the board. Until these
standards are properly enforced, manufacturing in India and China will continue
to come at the potential high cost associated with recalls and negative publicity
and reputation (see related feature on page 46).
In the area of quality control, getting logistics right is a key concern.
In Asia, LSPs have spotted the opportunity to raise standards and are
providing tailored and specialised services to the industry.
According to TNT, which manages some 60% of outbound Life
Science R&D logistics from Singapore, there are several key challenges
in doing biopharmaceutical logistics well, not least meeting regulatory
compliance and ensuring constant temperature control and speed of
delivery. Temperatures of transported biomaterials such as urine or blood
must be tightly regulated during all steps in the logistics chain lest they be
contaminated and have to be discarded, the company says. Towards this
end, providers have worked with shippers to develop systems to regulate
and track biomaterials in transit. DHL uses a system with RFID tags that
allows shippers to track in real time the temperature and location of their
product via web interface. TNT, meanwhile, worked with customers to
develop temperature-precise packaging for moving clinical samples and
testing kits across the world.

The author is a researcher and reporter for Supply Chain Asia Magazine.
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Studies in supply chain
leadership – the story of
Intercraft Australia
Supply chain
industry veteran
and former
regional director
of logistics with
Nokia, Harry
Lagad, looks
through his
decades of work
in supply chain
for examples
of outstanding
leadership

I

t was in the early nineties that I first met
Ralph Rogers, then managing director
and owner of Intercraft. Intercraft
manufactured photo frames and photo
albums and other accessories that you
would normally find in a photo shop.
But the fairly straightforward nature of
the goods produced by the company
completely belied the complexity of its
supply chain operations.
This complexity started with timber,
the basic raw material for the products.
Timber is a commodity and there are many factors to take into
account when it is being sourced: tough environmental policies laid
down by governments, moisture content, the hardness of the wood;
price fluctuations, and so on. For Intercraft, we sourced timber from
as far away as Oregon in the US, to Canada, Malaysia, Australia and
elsewhere. Other raw materials also came from different parts of the
globe ––glass from China, paper from Malaysia, re-enforced cardboard
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from the UK, and foils to make designs and colours on mouldings from
other parts of Europe.
To a seasoned supply chain practitioner, this may still sound like
easy sourcing –– but there were further complications. For one, the
industry is fashion-driven. Each season and country has its own new
designs, and each chain of stores demands exclusivity on the designs
and shapes that it sells. There were also significant price pressures ––
pricing is subject to heavy negotiation and the low barriers to entry in
the business meant there were always heavy competitive pressures.
The manufacturing facility was located in the middle of the
Chinese city of Guangzhou. Hundreds of workers lived inside the
factory compound where raw timber was dried in kilns before being
cut to desired shapes and thicknesses. Mouldings were then carved
with designs before being sent to ‘paint chambers’ where they were
base-coated. Coloured design foils and new colours were then
applied and frames were assembled into various sizes using different
materials.
When Ralph described his operations to me, I was stunned at
the complexity in producing something so simple as a photo frame.

supply chain – Leadership

I also was not completely convinced that my career profile to date
–– essentially a general manager/sales person with some knowledge
of manufacturing because of a background in engineering –– was
suited to transforming such a complex supply chain. I did, however,
have a good imagination and a hunger for automation. And there was
something in Ralph that continued to draw my interest and curiosity.
I had heard of him: he had pretty much started the company at the
back of a Yellow Pages in a small ramshackle building in the middle
of a Sydney suburb. I was drawn to his vision on how he could make
this company and his product into
an Australian icon. The prospect of
working with such a visionary and
energetic leader as well as getting
involved in a very challenging
project was enticing and I opted to
He told me
join his team.
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and externally; ‘a nimble company’, that could adapt to the changing
world around it, and ‘a company that knew what its true business was’
(i.e. product and marketing).
I remember, over a drink at the end of the conference, he pulled me
aside and told me that such a vision could mean that both he and I would
be writing ourselves out of our jobs. For someone who has only been with
an organisation for less than six months, hearing that the CEO wants you
to write yourself out of a job is a bit unnerving, but in truth this is precisely
what great leadership ultimately is all about: the ability to write oneself out
of his or her comfort zone or job.

Innovation on a fast track
In 1993, Intercraft developed an
in-house IT system and process
called FAST-TRACK. This innovative
that such a
system opened up visibilit y
vision could mean that both he
across the entire front-end sales;
integrated back-end demand and
The early days
and I would be writing ourselves
supply planning, and provided
What I remember most about my
out of our jobs. For someone who
retailers with a comprehensive
early days at Intercraft was that from
has been with an organisation for
profit picture of their stores and
Ralph down to the last man in the
less than six months, hearing this
products. Even today –– after
warehouse, the place was a buzzing
kind of thing is a bit unnerving,
years of working in companies
beehive. There were boundless levels
that produce some of the most
of energy among its staff and for a
but in truth this is precisely what
technologically-advanced
small country like Australia, I was
great leadership ultimately is all
consumer products in the world
amazed at the truckloads of frames
about: the ability to write oneself
–– I struggle to recall such a cutting
that left the warehouse each night.
out of your comfort zone or job.
edge solution as FAST-TRACK.
Frames were manufactured to the
In those days, mobile phones
demand of buyers from Kmart,
were non-existent; a PDA was the
Coles Myer, Woolworth, and the
size of a small laptop, and people
larger of the variety supermarkets.
had to have access to printers so
The speciality shops, like Kodak, Fuji
an instant hard copy of everything
and Rabbit Photo, had buyers who
that required a signature was
placed orders on their own brands
available
(digital
signatures
were
still not a reality).
or the Intercraft brands and who had their own designs or chose
With FAST-TRACK, the Intercraft salesmen were able to go into
Intercraft designs.
a retail shop, carry out a detailed inventory of existing stock by
Other orders depended on the Intercraft sales staff. Because photo
scanning barcodes, print out inventory turn reports and gross profit
frame buyers are fashion conscious, and designs always subject to
plans of the sales that took place from the last stocks. They could
change, even simple mistakes in forecasting were punished with tons
also print out ‘planograms’ that told the retailer which products
of frames sitting in the warehouse with no prospect of sale. But the
were moving well and suggested what the retailer should stock
company was growing well: sales revenues were up, the products
up on based on current levels of Intercraft live inventory and
made good margins and the company consistently returned good
inventory in the pipeline. After retailers signed order consent forms,
profits back to its shareholders. We had some competition, but we
salesmen would save the data to their PDAs and go back to their
held our market share and were confident. In short, we had all the
hotel rooms at the end of the day and transmit the data back to
right ingredients to become hugely successful.
Intercraft via the hotel phone line. The orders were then processed
and the warehouse could immediately start the process of getting
Good to great
them ready for shipment.
Years later, when I first read Jim Collins’ Good to Great and Level 5
Sales people became solutions people, a phrase that we hear
Leadership, I recalled the characteristic that took Ralph Rogers and
more about nowadays but was never heard of in those days.
Intercraft to another level.
By creating such an extent of visibility through the front end of
Ralph had probably the best team possible in place, a team
the business, demand and supply planning became extremely
that he had personally put together. It was this team of people that
streamlined.
Ralph addressed during the annual sales conference in 1993, which
The challenge then became how to extend the system upwards
set up a chain of events that led to what I believe was a complete
through the manufacturing and supply base. As we worked on
transformation process. At the conference, he painted the future of
this, we realised the crux of our next solution lay in our ‘seasonal’
Intercraft as ‘a simple company’, easy to do business with, internally
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purchases of raw timber, the rather elongated supply chain from
the US to China and then back into Asia and Europe, as well as the
entire process of manufacturing.
Transforming the timber supply chain
We started to move out of the entire phase of buying raw timber.
To do this, we aggressively developed small scale manufacturers in
Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand who could not only source timber
locally but could also make the mouldings to our specifications and
have the designs done and painted to our changing needs. In one
stroke of outsourcing we were able to eliminate the back-end of our
supply operations. Finished mouldings were now sent to China for
final cut and assembly. This highlighted our next challenge: should
we continue our China operations and have this factory in place just
to ‘cut and assemble frames, or could we move this function closer to
market operations?
As we worked on the solution, we realised the scale of the

frame plant, we did it to such an extent as to enable us to close down
the China factory and start up a localised JIT production unit in Sydney.
In the following months, as we continued to tweak our processes and
operations, we started looking at the final part of our supply chain
–– the huge warehousing and distribution operations. Pretty soon I
knew we would have to outsource the warehousing and with that, as
Ralph predicted, would be well on the way to working my way out of
a job. I spent some time focusing on making sure the entire company
and outsourced operations now hummed like a well-oiled machine
(the operating rhythm) despite much of the core supply chain work
now being outsourced. Eventually, an extremely, ‘simple, nimble and
trim’ Intercraft became so profitable that Ralph couldn’t resist the
offer that came his way from Kodak Australia and Intercraft became
a Kodak company.
Today, almost 15 years after this chain of events that pushed
me deep into a very rewarding career in supply chain management,
I sit back and think of those principles that Ralph spoke about

Sales people became solutions people, a phrase
that we hear more about nowadays but was never heard
of in those days. By creating such an extent of visibility
through the front end of the business, demand and supply
planning became extremely streamlined and the challenge
then became how we could extend this upwards through
the manufacturing and supply base. As we worked on this
further and further, we realised the crux of our next solution
lay in our seasonal purchases of raw timber, the rather
elongated supply chain from the US to China and then
back into Asia and Europe, as well as the entire process of
manufacturing.

challenge. Moving things closer to market would require a process
of automation, but with the five main ingredients of a photo frame
having five different densities, from glass to paper, developing a sensor
system to automate the process looked like it could not be done.
Then I caught a break. Frustrated at not being able to find a
solution, I shared my thoughts with a Chinese friend who worked
in the food industry who sent me to a pineapple farm on the Gold
Coast.
The farm had the capability to process pineapples into various
forms –– slices, bits, juice, and so on. The machines were capable of
skinning an entire pineapple in seconds, before slicing it into perfect
round slices. It would use a ‘magic eye’ to look for flaws in the slice and
if it found any would turn the slice into pineapple bits instead. I knew
that for a machine that could intelligently play around with a raw
material of such variable density and fluidity as a pineapple, handling
other materials would be relatively easy.
While we never developed the full-scale model of an automated
Supply Chain Asia November/December 2009

at Intercraft’s sales conference:
‘nimble, simple, trim, customercentric solution sales’. It was Ralph’s
leadership qualities and abilities
that developed and delivered this
message, simple on the surface,
but which eventually transformed
an entire industry.
In coming issues of Supply
Chain Asia Magazine I will look at
real case studies from my time
in supply chain and logistics to
draw out what I have observed to
be the key facets of supply chain
leadership that can take supply
chains and companies to new levels
of efficiency and success.
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By Lee Barter
Last fall, about fifty-five days after consumer confidence started
forwarding its mail to a new address somewhere far below sea level,
another calamity started to unfold. Looking back, the first visible sign
of this crisis may have been the identical pained facial expressions
worn by treasurers across the auto parts supply industry. Since fiftyfive days is the normal payment term for automotive suppliers, it
was on or about that day that the parts makers realised the status
of their receivables was still ‘pending’, and would likely reside in that
purgatory for some time. Things haven’t gotten easier in the months
since: the aftermath of the bankruptcies at Chrysler and GM means
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many North American automotive suppliers saw their revenues
drop precipitously over the summer during prolonged production
stoppages. For perhaps hundreds of suppliers, their only shot at living
to see 2010 is to make the automakers’‘critical supplier’ (or ‘Tier One’)
list, which triggers a lifeline via the federal government bailouts. Most
won’t make that list.
The auto industry’s supply crisis is an extreme, but not isolated
example. As similar waves of supplier insolvency crash across diverse
industries (for instance half of China’s 9,000 toy manufacturers have
shut in the past year), many companies, in desperation, have begun
to cast about for an oracle to provide answers to supply managers’
toughest questions: how do I help keep my suppliers afloat when my
own head is barely above water? What must I do to anticipate the next
supply shortage? Should I fold, check or raise if I am holding pocket
10s looking at an ace-queen-jack unsuited on the flop?

infrastructure opinion
update
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Enter: The Gambler
While Kenny Rogers’ memorable 1978 tune about the facts of life in
the Wild West has for years been regarded as little more than a simple
campfire sing-along pleasure, we now understand the hidden, deeper
lessons shared in ‘The Gambler’, to be a libretto of sorts, a musical
decoder ring for the secrets of supplier management excellence. That
a song such as this, a melody so ubiquitous and memorable that the
opening bars of the chorus spring unbidden to mind at even the most
fleeting reference (You’ve got to know when to hold ‘em / Know when
to fold ‘em, for those confused younger readers), could have been
overlooked as the definitive Aesopian fable of supply management
for so long is quite remarkable. Yet with only a quick scan, the supplier
management code within the lyrics veritably leaps off the page.
The Gambler’s lyrical insight #1
So I handed him my bottle/and he drank down my last swallow/bummed
himself a cigarette/and asked me for a light
The Gambler de-coded: when you encounter a troubled supplier, give
them the proverbial hand up, not a hand out. While many businesses
started unilaterally extending payment terms to their suppliers when
the credit crunch began, a recent Deloitte Canada survey shows
growing concern about supplier solvency –– to the point of even
considering early payments. The Gambler disapproves. Don’t pay early
–– you could use that cash –– but don’t pay late either. Better still, give
your suppliers firm commitments to future orders (or at least better
visibility to them) that they can use to secure loans, unfreeze credit
lines, and generally give themselves some working capital breathing
room. The key is to provide help without reaching for your wallet.
The Gambler’s lyrical insight #2
Son I’ve made a life of reading people’s faces knowing what the cards
said/by the way they held their eyes/If you don’t mind my saying I can
see you’re out of aces
The Gambler de-coded: even if a company is willing to help a
supplier in need, they can’t expect suppliers to come forward caps
in hand. Quite reasonably, suppliers generally avoid admitting to
their customers they are in trouble; not out of bashfulness, but to
avoid creating a ‘run on the bank’. If suppliers declare themselves to
be in trouble, customers naturally start looking for a plan B, such as
splitting orders with the competition –– a vicious feedback loop that
has claimed many a supplier whose blood was once sniffed in the
water. Recognising the unique circumstances of these economic times,
The Gambler recommends buyers actively investigate and monitor
the health of their suppliers, by investing in supplier performance
management capabilities and not shying away from frank discussions
about suppliers’ financial health.
The Gambler lyrical insight #3:
Now every gambler knows/that the secret to surviving/is knowing what
to throw away/and knowing what to keep
The Gambler de-coded: while the whole office will miss Kathy,
the cheerful regional sales rep whose monthly sales visit is never
unaccompanied by hot coffee and fresh donuts, you need to let her
go. And the same goes for Ed, the account lead who liberally dispenses

cool desk tchotchkes and remembers your kid’s names. Simply put,
some suppliers are not going to make it and you had better figure out
which ones before your competitors lock you out of supply sources
while you’re left to wistfully flip the pages on the calendar given to
you by a now-bankrupt supplier, thinking about better days.
But a deeper, related problem is that many companies have now
combed through their supplier list so many times that they have
‘rationalised’ the supply base too finely. We can’t replace Kathy or
Ed –– they’re all we’ve got. Ironically, supplier redundancies most
frequently show up where they don’t need to be (in indirect spend
like office supplies) while suppliers at key supply chain choke points
(like direct materials) are often sole-sourced. The slight flush in The
Gambler’s cheeks signals his rising frustration. That’s not ‘knowin’
which vendors to throw away and which ones to keep’ at all. In fact,
The Gambler believes supplier rationalisation is the single most
over–worked tactic in many company’s sourcing and procurement
repertoire, because supplier rationalisation is incorrectly viewed
as a fully formed strategy, rather than a tactic to be deployed in
appropriate circumstances.
If The Gambler’s sage supplier management advice resonates
with an authority the likes of Gloria Estefan and the Miami Sound
Machine have never mustered (little know fact ... played backwards,
‘Rhythm is Gonna Get You’ offers thoughtful perspectives on
commodity hedging strategies) it’s for good reason. Kenny Rogers
put his money where his mouth is. According to unverified public
records, Kenny Rogers’ Roasters, one of southeast Asia’s largest
rotisserie chicken restaurant chains, is listed as a client of at least
two supplier relationship management IT systems. And have the
investments made by Kenny’s eponymous company paid off? Leave
the last word to The Gambler: There’ll be time enough for counting
when the dealing’s done.
The author is a consultant with Deloitte & Touche, Canada.
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When China Rules the World: The Rise of the Middle Kingdom
and the End of the Western World
(Allen Lane, 2009)
By Martin Jacques

Reviewed by Paul French, founder and president, Access Asia

Y

ou could be forgiven for thinking that authors and publishers
have given us enough broad, sweeping analyses of Asia’s ‘rise’
by now. We’ve been regularly reading them for over a decade
now, since before the Asian Financial Crisis in fact, but still they come.
Why? Don’t we now know all we need to know? It appears not as
these two new ‘broad brush’ books have both appeared with some
fanfare. To be fair, Asia’s development is a pretty fast-moving target
–– dynamic economies are, well, dynamic, and rapidly change and
alter course; emerging economies naturally continue to emerge,
though their emergence is rarely steady –– there are blips. Most of
all, the simple fact is that the story of Asia’s rise is a compelling one
and endlessly fascinating, with ramifications and possible futures we
do not know yet for everyone around the world. And so these books
keep on coming.
Two of the biggest so far this year are Michael Schuman’s The
Miracle and Martin Jacques’s When China Rules the World. Both are by
authors known for having observed and commented on the region
for some time. Both have provocative titles for all of us –– is Asia’s rise
really a miracle? (i.e. something that we can’t explain), will China really
rule the world? Does it want to? And does China’s rise necessarily mean
the end of the ‘western world’? Asia’s leaders would presumably argue
that the region’s rise is down to their hard work while China’s leaders
have not staked a claim to world domination nor, in economic terms
anyway or living standards, does the western world appear to be
finished. What the authors are both getting at are our nagging worries
–– is Asia somehow lucky and if so when will its luck run out as luck
has an annoying tendency to do? What are the boundaries of China’s
growing influence? And, for those in the West, are we all doomed and
washed up? The sort of questions that keep you awake at 3am. So
what do these two books really argue?
Michael Schuman, a Hong Kong-based correspondent for Time,
sets up the idea of an Asian Miracle and then swiftly debunks it. Asia’s

growth, he argues, is largely down to a series of courageous decisions
by the region’s leaders. He analyses Deng Xiaoping and his decision to
reform China 30 years ago and Sony’s founder Akio Morita. There are
those who took brave political decisions, such as Korea’s Park Chung
Hee and Singapore’s Lee Kwan Yew, and the business risk takers such
as the team behind Lenovo or India’s Wipro. This does rather boil down
to what used to be called the ‘Great Men’ theory of history and rather
ignores the sweat and toil of millions of ordinary Asians in starting
businesses and working hard, but the fact is without the national
frameworks created by people like Deng, Park and Lee, things would
have been very different. Shuman’s conclusion? That ultimately Asia’s
rise will benefit the international globalisation project and all of us
–– East and West.
Jacques, who comes originally from the traditional European left,
has a rather different view. He has swung a career arc from radical
to journalist to academic and sees China’s rise as having far more
serious and not necessarily good implications for the West. This is
contentious but he has one solid point –– that the common idea
that China’s development means it will come to resemble the West
(and therefore evolve into a democracy) is misplaced. China will rise
and become a dominant continental-sized economy that looks very
different from the West. Should the West worry? Jacques seems to
think it should. But perhaps it’s interesting to note how well we all
seem to be living together and how far China in its current form is
accepted globally. When China celebrated the 60th anniversary of the
founding of the People’s Republic last October, Manhattan’s Empire
State Building glowed red and yellow for one night in honour. How
much more accepted can China be and how little threatened can the
West appear?

The Miracle: The Epic Story of Asia’s Quest for Wealth
(Collins Business, 2009)
By Michael Schuman
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I

out

n a recent article, The Economist asserted that ‘big is back’ when it
comes to the creation of corporate giants. It cites a variety of trends
that are resulting in the emergence –– and increasing dominance
–– of corporate giants. These new or recreated enterprises are different
from those of the past. They are nimbler, more entrepreneurial
and more focused. The Economist suggests that a key reason why
enterprises are back to growth is because they found the process of
contracting too complex and too risky –– it is easier to own resources
than to contract for them.
So does this mean that the demand for contracting and sourcing
skills is now on the decline? Are we about to enter an era of insourcing?
Not necessarily –– though perhaps our community of contract and
sourcing specialists should pay attention to this perceived weakness
and increase efforts to improve their contracting process and skills.
Firstly, ‘big’ can be seen in several contexts. It may mean a large
number of employees, or could be in terms of revenues or assets.
The real issue for many companies that want power is their ability
to control and commit resources with the right competencies. Some
may decide that the complexities of regulation, reputation risk and the
difficulty of overseeing the performance of external contractors make
reconstructing an integrated enterprise worthwhile. Others are
being forced down this path because of the financial collapse of key
suppliers (often driven to bankruptcy by the behaviour of their major
customers).
But for many, the benefits of flexibility, access to new ideas, and the
wish to avoid the challenge of acquisition and divestiture will mean
redoubled efforts to build the right internal skills and processes to
manage successful contracted relationships.
The Economist concludes that big and small companies need
each other. Big is not necessarily ugly, small is not always beautiful.
But if their relationships are to succeed, both must become better
at contracting and understand how to shape and manage their
relationships more effectively.
Managers must ask themselves whether the real problem is that
it is impossible to manage non-owned resources; or is the problem
really that they lack the skills, systems and knowledge to do it well?
Ronald Coase, the Nobel prize-winning economist, had no doubts:
he forecast the breakdown of the integrated enterprise more than
70 years ago because of its economic inefficiency. His theories are
even more valid today –– it is the failure to develop our contracting
competencies that is inhibiting their realisation.
Far from going out of fashion, contracting needs a renaissance.
…wordpress.com
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The real issue for many companies
that want power is their ability to control
and commit resources with the right
competencies. Some may decide that
the complexities of regulation, reputation
risk, and the difficulty of overseeing the
performance of external contractors make
reconstructing an integrated enterprise
worthwhile. Others are being forced down
this path because of the financial collapse
of key suppliers (often driven to bankruptcy
by the behaviour of their major customers).
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China’s
integration into the world economy*
China Integration Index
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India’s integration into the world economy*
India Integration Index
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*The China and India integration indices, represented visually in the maps, measure a country’s trade with China and India as a
percentage of total trade and GDP. The indices also incorporate the country’s foreign investment in China and India and vice versa
as a percentage of GDP as well as migration to and from China and India as a precentage of the country’s total migrant stock. Four
categories of integration are identified –– extreme (0.0-2.5), high (2.5-5.0), medium (5.0-7.5) and low (7.5-10).
Source: Maplecroft 2009 (All rights reserved - copyrighted material to be reproduced with permission only)
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